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SPC584Bx devices errata
JTAG_ID =  0x2014_4041

Introduction

This errata sheet describes functional and electrical problems of the SPC584Bx devices.

The reference documentation is reported in Chapter 1: Reference documents.

Device identification for cut 1.2:

 JTAG_ID = 0x2014_4041

 MIDR1 register:

– MAJOR_MASK[3:0]: 4’b0000

– MINOR_MASK[3:0]: 4’b0010

Errata and BAF related errata are contained in Microsoft Excel® workbook files attached to 
this document. 

Locate the paper clip symbol on the left side of the PDF window, and click it. Double-click on 
the Excel file to open it.
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1 Reference documents

         

Table 1. Reference documents

Doc name ID Title Revision

RM0449 030699
SPC58 4B Line - 32 bit Power Architecture automotive MCU 
z4 core 120 MHz, 2 MBytes Flash, HSM, ASIL-B

4

DS11701 029439
32-bit Power Architecture microcontroller for automotive 
ASIL-B applications

4
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Revision history

         

Table 2. Document revision history

Date Revision Changes

08-Jan-2019 1 Initial release
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11-Jun-2020 2

Removed:

PS1857

PS1979

PS2067 (security)

PS2935

DAN-0041154

DAN-0046281

DAN-0046282

DAN-0046285

DAN-0046363

DAN-0047245

DAN-0047339

DAN-0048141

DAN-0048656

DAN-0048694

DAN-0048697

DAN-0048705

DAN-0048875

DAN-0048882

New:

ERR009658

ERR010542

DAN-0048893

DAN-0049220

DAN-0049525

DAN-0049812

DAN-0049972 (Security)

DAN-0050583

DAN-0050613

DAN-0051840

DAN-0052213

DAN-0052807

DAN-0052809

DAN-0052902

Reworded:

PS2857

DAN-0042375
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03-May-2021 3

New Errata:

DAN-0051663

DAN-0052753

DAN-0053230

DAN-0053830

DAN-0053968 (Security)

DAN-0054221

DAN-0055017

DAN-0055035

DAN-0055169

Reworded Errata:

PS2949

DAN-0043994

Removed Errata:

DAN-0051840

DAN-0052213

DAN-0052807

DAN-0052809

DAN-0052902
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BAF Errata

		ID 		Module		Title		Description		Workaround		Revision History

		DAN-0046298		MC_CGM		MC_CGM: CGM_ACx_SC registers not reset after a destructive reset event in case of BAF bypass		AUX Clock Selection Control registers (CGM_ACx_SC) are not reset after that whichever destructive reset event (except POR) is arisen. As a consequence, after such reset, it could happen that some IPs have not the clock selected turned-on, causing that invalid mode configuration interrupt flag (ME_IS.ICONF_CU) is set.		The BAF v1.1 initialize the registers CGM_ACx_SC. 

Note that in case of device configured for BAF bypassing, the application should initialize all the CGM_ACx_SC register in order to avoid the ME_IS.ICONF_CU flag setting.		 
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Errata

		ID 		Module		Title		Description		Workaround		Revision History

		PS786		SIUL2		SIUL2: A transfer error is not generated for accesses to PA[5], PA[6] and PA[7] related registers		Any access to MSCR[n] (Multiplexed Signal Configuration Register), GPDO[n] (GPIO Pad Data Out Register) and GPDI[n] (GPIO Pad Data In Register) (n=5,6,7) in the SIUL2 (System Integration Unit Lite2) do not return a transfer error when accessed.		Do not expect transfer errors for accesses to the registers specified above.

		PS849		e200zx		e200zx: JTAG reads of the Performance Monitor Counter registers are not reliable (ERR007305)		Reads of the Performance Monitor Counter (PMC0, PMC1, PMC2, and PMC4) registers through the IEEE 1149.1 or IEEE 1149.7 (JTAG) interfaces may return occasional corrupted values.		To ensure proper performance monitor counter data at all times, software can be modified to periodically read the PMCx values and store them into memory. JTAG accesses could then be used to read the latest values from memory using Nexus Read/Write Access or the tool could enable Nexus data trace for the stored locations for the information to be transmitted through the Nexus Trace port.

		PS850		e200zx		e200zx: ICNT and branch history information may be incorrect following a nexus overflow		If an internal Nexus message queue over-flow occurs when the e200zx core is running in branch history mode (Branch Method bit [BTM] in the Development Control register 1 [DC1] is set [1]),  the instruction Count (ICNT) and branch history (HIST) information in the first program trace message following the Program Correlation message caused by an over-flow of the internal trace buffers, will contain  incorrect ICNT and HIST information. 

This can also occur following an overflow of the internal Nexus message queues in the traditional branch mode (BTM in the DC1 is cleared [0]). Traditional branch mode Nexus messages do not include HIST information, since all branches generate a trace message.		There are two methods for dealing with this situation.
1) Avoid overflows of the Nexus internal FIFOs by reducing the amount of trace data being generated by limiting the range of the trace area by utilizing watchpoint enabled trace windows or by disabling unneeded trace information, or by utilizing the stall feature of the cores. 
2) After receiving an overflow ERROR message in Branch History mode, the ICNT and HIST information from the first Program Trace Synchronization message and the next Program Trace message with a relative address should be discarded. The address information is correct, however, the ICNT and previous branch history are not correct. All subsequent messages will be correct. 

In traditional branch mode, the ICNT information should be discarded from the Program Trace Sync message and the next direct branch message.

		PS861		PBRIDGE		PBRIDGE: Incorrect transfer error when accessing reserved locations of the Peripheral Bridge (ERR007414)		The following locations of the Peripheral Bridge (PBRIDGE) do not behave as expected when accessed:
# Accesses to the offset 0x0110 from PBRIDGE start address, corresponding to the unimplemented Peripheral Access Control Register E (AIPS_PACRE), result in a transfer error instead of returning the value 0x0 for read and ignoring write operations
-  register space 0x20 - 0x2C is marked as reserved in block guide but transfer error will not be generated when accessed. Associated PACR registers 0x100+address is actually accessed.
# Accesses to the reserved offset ranges 0x0040--0x0080, 0x0120--0x012C and 0x0134--0x013C do not generate transfer error
- Access to some of the above mentioned locations result in uncorrectable ECC error from the originating master thus generating FCCU alarms for the respective masters.		Do not accesses to the offset 0x0110 from PBRIDGE start address, corresponding to the unimplemented Peripheral Access Control Register E (AIPS_PACRE).
User has also to take into account that no errors will be generated on accesses to the reserved offset ranges 0x20--0x2C, 0x0040--0x0080, 0x0120--0x012C and 0x0134--0x013C

		PS864		MEMU		MEMU: ECC bits not included in MEMU error log (ERR005611)		The Error Correction Code (ECC) syndrome is not reported by the Memory Error and Management (MEMU) for single-bit errors that are corrected. The single-bit errors include the information from cores (0/1/2) for Instr/Data/IMEM/DMEM/I-Cache/D-Cache ports. Only the address information is reported by the MEMU.		Do not try to make use of the syndrome for the above mentioned errors. If considered safety-relevant, the user must execute a software test to detect ECC error changes periodically within the Fault Tolerant Time Interval (FTTI).

		PS869		FCCU		FCCU: software can't clear the EIN_ERR flag if EOUT_ERR is set		In the Fault Collection and Control Unit (FCCU), the Error Output (EOUT) and Error Input (EIN) signals share the same pad.   
Depending on the FCCU configuration, when the FCCU drives the EOUT to FAULTY state (i.e. 0b), the EOUT asserts the EIN. The FCCU reacts to the EIN by pushing again the EOUT to FAULTY states.  
Under those circumstances, there is a loop that prevents the software to clear the error.  
  
An external device can signal to the FCCU the detection of an error by asserting EIN signal. This assertion triggers the NCF#96 that drives the FCCU into FAULT state and initiates the EOUT reaction.   
  
As a consequence, the FCCU drives the EOUT to FAULTY state.   
Because the EOUT shares the same pad with the EIN, this results in a loop where:  
1) FCCU is in FAULT state and drives EOUT,  
2) the EOUT asserts EIN and  
3) the EIN assertion drives the FCCU to FAULT state.  
  
Because there is a delay between the fault clearing and EOUT de-assertion, even if software clears the NCF#96, it is re-asserted by the loop EOUT/EIN.		User shall follow these steps as workaround:  
1) Use EIN (NCF#96) in hardware mode. In this mode, the fault status is asserted till the fault line is asserted. Software configures this behavior by register FCCU_RF_CFG.RFC=0.  
2) Identify the primary fault that caused the FCCU to move to FAULT state by reading the N2FF_STATUS and A2FF_STATUS registers. Primary fault source could be either the EIN or any other fault.  
3) Wait for the EOUT Timer to expire (>Tmin) by polling the FCCU_XTMR register. Any new fault asserted during this time re-triggers the EOUT timer if the software has enabled the reaction to this fault.   
4) Break the loop between EOUT and EIN. User can choose one the following approaches:  
      i) changing the GPIO mode of the pin associated to the FCCU[0] EIN/EOUT by modifying the respective SIUL_MSCR.SSS field.  
      ii) using the NMI as the reaction to the EIN. The NMI service routine asserts the EOUT by software. After checking that EOUT timer in  FCCU_XTMR has expired beyond Tmin, it would then de-assert EOUT. As the consequence, this action de-asserts EIN, while external device would have already de-asserted the Error assertion on EIN.  
For EIN, EOUT reaction is triggered by SW  
5) Check for any new fault asserted during this period and clear of fault(s). In case the external device still drives the EIN, EIN fault status in FCCU indicates accordingly.  
6) Check that FCCU is not asserting faulty state on Error pin. Register FCCU_STAT.ESTAT  
7) Resolve error conditions and wait till EIN error status inside FCCU is de-asserted. This will occur after a period of glitch filter duration after step 5 has elapsed.  
8) De-assert loop-break  
  
Risks:  
- In the event of a fault other than EIN causing FCCU to assert EOUT reaction, any assertion from an external agent will be masked.   
This is anyway a risk of using open drain configuration if external agent asserts a pulse on EIN while another fault is forcing FCCU to drive  
EOUT from inside MCU.  
-In case external agent asserts EIN till it is acknowledged by the MCU, then there should be application level mechanism to acknowledge to the external agent that the Error has been recognized by the MCU.

		PS978		LINFlexD		LINFlexD: Erroneous timeout error when switching from UART to LIN mode (ERR007589)		When the LINFlexD module is enabled in Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) mode and the value of the MODE bit of the LIN Timeout Control Status register (LINTCSR) is 0 (default value after reset), any activity on the transmit or receive pins will cause an unwanted change in the value of the 8-bit field Output Compare Value 2 (OC2) of the LIN Output Compare register (LINOCR).
As a consequence, if the module is reconfigured from UART to Local Interconnect Network (LIN) mode, an incorrect timeout exception is generated when a LIN communication starts.		Before enabling UART communication, set to 1 the MODE bit of the LIN Timeout Control Status register (LINTCSR) (selecting the output compare mode). This is preventing the LINOCR.OC2 field from being updated during UART communications.
Then, after reconfiguring the LINFlexD to LIN mode, reset the LINRCSR.MODE bit (selecting the LIN mode) before starting LIN communications

		PS1450		FCCU		FCCU: FCCU_NCF[79] is getting set on safe mode entry		When device is entering into safe mode, TCU asserts fccu_fault_monitor[1] that sets FCCU_NCF[79].		User shall ignore the FCCU_NCF[79] when device is in Safe Mode.

		PS1493		MC_ME		MC_ME: Peripheral control in debug mode bit not implemented		The Peripheral control in debug mode bit (DBG_F) of the Mode Entry Module Peripheral Control Registers (ME_PCTLn) is not implemented and it must be considered as reserved. 
In addition, the Debug mode indicator bit (DBG_MODE) is not implemented and it always reads 0.		In order to freeze a peripheral in debug mode, the freeze bit in the corresponding configuration register should be set. Please notice that this feature may not exist for all implemented peripherals.

		PS1525		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet

		PS1781		MC_CGM		MC_CGM: MC_CGM_SC_DC0 can only be set to divide by 1 to avoid system hang		A set of dividers on system clock (SYS_CKL) are used to set up the frequency of different device parts: 
- MC_CGM_SC_DC0 for Core0, Core2, XBAR, System Ram, System Flash 
- MC_CGM_SC_DC1 for fast masters (DMA1, SIPI1, INTC) 
- MC_CGM_SC_DC2 for Peripherals 
 
If MC_CGM_SC_DC0 is set to divide by a factor greater than 1, system hangs. 
When MC_CGM_SC_DC0=DIV1, there are additional constraints on dividing factors for other dividers in the system: 
MC_CGM_SC_DC1 set to divide by2 
MC_CGM_SC_DC2 set to divide by4		To avoid system hangs, some MC_GCM (Clock Generation Module) dividers has to be programmed in fixed way: 
MC_CGM_SC_DC0 set to divide by 1 
MC_CGM_SC_DC1 set to divide by 2 
MC_CGM_SC_DC2 set to divide by 4

		PS1816		SSWU		SSWU: Stand-by eCTU state machine might hang at STANDBY exit		At wakeup from STANDBY mode, Stand-by eCTU clock is stopped for a duration of 600ns. 
A SSWU sequence containing one or several TU commands may end while Stand-by eCTU clock is stopped. 
As consequence, the DONE feedback signal generated by CD block is lost and the Stand-by eCTU state machine hangs.		Reset Stand-by eCTU state machine before entering into STANDBY mode (setting CTUCR.CTU_FSM_reset bit)

		PS1891		MCAN		MCAN: Edge filtering causes receive error when falling edge at Rx input pin coincides with end of integration phase		(MCAN#15)

In the Modular CAN (M_CAN), when the following conditions are met:
* a Flexible Data (FD) frame is received
* Edge Filtering during Bus Integration is enabled by setting the EFBI bit in the CAN Core Control register (CCCR.EFBI = 0b1)
* the end of the integration phase coincides with a falling edge at the receiver input pin (Rx)
Then the calculated Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) does not match the CRC value of the received frame. As a consequence the M_CAN will send an error frame, causing the emitter node to retransmit the frame.

Additional information:
* Classic CAN frames are not affected.
* Glitch filtering as specified in ISO 11898-1:2015 is fully functional.
* The M_CAN enters integration phase under the following conditions:
     * when the Initialization bit (INIT) of the CCCR register is cleared (CCCR.INIT = 0b0) after start-up
     * after occurrence of a protocol exception event when the Protocol Exception Handling Disable bit (PXHD) of the CCCR register is cleared (CCCR.PXHD = 0b0, i.e. protocol exception handling enabled)
* When this rare event occurs, the M_CAN sends an error frame and the sender of the affected frame retransmits the frame. When the retransmitted frame is received, the M_CAN has left integration phase and the frame will be received correctly. Edge filtering is never used during normal operation. As integration phase is very short with respect to "active communication time", the impact on total error frame rate is negligible. There is no impact on data integrity.		Disable edge filtering or wait on retransmission in case this rare event happens.

		PS1930		FCCU		FCCU: Hardware can set the FCCU_NCF[95] after standby wakeup		Hardware can set the FCCU_COMPENSATION_DISABLE_FAULT = FCCU_NCF[95] at the exit from standby mode		Software shall clear the FCCU_NCF[95]  alarm after each standby wakeup event.

		PS1992		M_CAN		M_CAN: External Timestamp feature not supported		The external 16bit timestamp feature from PIT_0 is not supported.		The internal timestamp feature can be used instead of the external one.  
Because the internal timestamp counter is counting the CAN bit time care must be taken in case of CAN FD mode: Due to the different baud rates for arbitration phase and data phase the absolute duration of a bit time does change in one CAN message. Therefore the timestamp counter does still reflect increasing number on bit times but the fix relationship to absolute time is not given any more.

		PS2015		LFAST		LFAST: device could hang-up after switching to LFAST Mode		LFAST Mode works with a TCK out clock frequency of 100MHz max. If this value is exceeded, the device could stall after switching to LFAST Mode		Before switching to LFAST Mode, JTAGM.TCKSEL should be configured by LFAST tool in order to generate an allowed TCK out frequency (less than 100MHz)

		PS2019		PMC 		PMC : The flags of temperature detect signal events (PMC EPR_TD[TEMP_x]) are not asserted in case of  a destructive reset due to a temperature event.		Errata Title: PMC : The flags of temperature detect signal events (PMC EPR_TD[TEMP_x]) are not asserted in case of a destructive reset due to a temperature event.

If a temperature detect signal event is enabled (in PMC REE_TD register) to generate a destructive reset (selected in PMC RES_TD register) then the temperature detect event causes a destructive reset when the selected temperature passes the trigger event. 
The destructive reset is generated but the temp flag  is not correctly reported to PMC EPR_TD register.		The same information can be retrieved by reading the'Destructive' Event Status register (RGM_DES), checking the status of flag RGM_DES[F_TSR_DEST] which reports a destructive reset event generated by temperature sensor if one event in PMC REE_TD  register is enabled.

		PS2120		SARADC		SARADC: Unexpected behavior of ABORT operation		When ABORT request comes simultaneously with EOC (End of Conversion), it may be possible that the Converted Data are written to the wrong channel. 

Following scenarios can generate an ABORT operation in SARADC IP: 
1.  ABORT through Software bit MCR.ABORT 
2.  ABORT due to Normal Channel interrupted by Injected/CTU channel 
3.  ABORT due to Injected Channel interrupted by CTU channel 

Consequences of the issue: 
1. Data valid flag ( e.g. ICDR[VALID]) may not correctly notify the new value written
2. The data register (e.g. ICDR) of the channel n is updated in spite of the fact that the same channel is aborted. 
3. After resuming the aborted channel, it may be possible that it skips a few channels.		Here below the workaround for each possible scenario of Abort operation.

1. ABORT through Software bit MCR[ABORT]
Before setting the MCR[ABORT] bit the software has to check that ADC Status is not in Conversion ( i.e MSR[ADCSTATUS] bit field is not 3b’110). ”

2. ABORT due to Normal Channel interrupted by Injected/CTU channel 
It is possible to detect the unexpected behavior by reading Channel Interrupt Pending Register (i.e. xCIPRx registers) on every NECH (Normal End of Chain) interrupt. 
xCIPRx fields will not be set for not restored or skipped channels, which will indicate that problem has occurred. In such case, software can either rerun the sequence from the corrupted channel or a complete sequence. 

3. ABORT due to Injected Channel interrupted by CTU channel 
It is possible to detect the unexpected behavior by reading Channel Interrupt Pending Register (i.e. xCIPRx registers) on every JECH (Injected End of Chain) interrupt. 
If the problem is detected in an Injected chain, then the chain can be rerun either fully or partially, starting from the corrupted channel.

		PS2121		SARADC		SARADC: Do not trigger ABORT or ABORTCHAIN prior to the start of CTU triggered ADC conversions and do not trigger ABORTCHAIN prior to the start of INJECTED triggered ADC conversions. (ERR004186)		When ADC_MCR[ABORT] or ADC_MCR[ABORTCHAIN] is set prior to the ADC receiving a CTU trigger, the next CTU triggered ADC conversion will not be performed and further CTU triggered ADC conversions will be blocked. When ADC_MCR[ABORTCHAIN] is set prior to the ADC receiving an INJECTED trigger, the next INJECTED ADC conversion will not be performed.  Following the ABORTCHAIN command the MCU behaviour does not meet the specification as ADC_ISR[JECH] is not set and  ADC_MCR[ABORTCHAIN] is not cleared.		Do not program ADC_MCR[ABORT] or ADC_MCR[ABORTCHAIN] before the start of ADC conversions. The case when CTU triggered ADC conversions are blocked should be avoided however it is possible to reactivate CTU conversions by clearing and setting ADC_MCR[CTUEN].

		PS2190		Ethernet		Ethernet: Incorrect status given in REB and TEB fields of DMA_CH[n]_status register		When an error response is received from AXI (bus error), the 3-bit REB and TEB fields of DMA_CH[n]_Status register are updated to indicate whether it occurred during Tx/Rx DMA,  data/descriptor, and write/read transfer. The individual bits of the fields are cleared when written to 1. 
However due to this defect (incorrect mapping in RTL as compared to document), following are the issues related to clearing and status in REB and TEB fields of DMA_CH[n]_Status register:
- Bit 1 of REB is cleared when 1 is written to bit 0 of REB. Similarly, bit 1 of TEB is cleared when 1 is written to bit 0 of TEB.
- Bit 1 and bit 0 incorrectly indicates write/read and Data/Descriptor operations respectively when the bus error occurs; instead, it should indicate Data/Descriptor and write/read operations respectively.
- Incorrect status in bit 1 of REB field when bus error occurs during Rx DMA descriptor write operation.
The RTL and document is also updated so that REB and TEB fields of the DMA_CH[n]_Status register are changed to read-only. With this fix, they are cleared when 1 is written to the FBE bit.		Update the software to interpret the REB/TEB fields as given in the description. To clear the bits, perform a write operation with all the bits of REB/TEB field set to 1.

		PS2191		Ethernet		Ethernet: Rx DMA might not be able to recover and restart operation after getting bus error response		When a bus error response is received while the Rx DMA is transferring a received packet or reading/writing the descriptors, the Rx
DMA enters the STOP state. In this STOP state, if the RPF bit (Rx Packet Flush) in the DMA_CH0_Rx_Control register was set, the
Rx DMA flushes and drops the subsequent packets intended to be serviced by this Rx DMA. When the application reconfigures and
restarts the Rx DMA, it forwards the subsequent received packets to the application.
However due to this defect, when a bus error response is observed when the Rx DMA is writing the last descriptor (final status) of a
received packet, the internal transaction is not stopped gracefully. Hence, when the application reconfigures and restarts the Rx DMA,
it might not resume normal operation of transferring packets from Rx Queue to host memory.
When RPF bit is set, this issue is observed only if no subsequent packet is intended to be serviced by the same Rx DMA before the
Rx DMA is restarted. In case a subsequent packet is flushed before the Rx DMA restart, the internal error transaction is completed
gracefully and the Rx DMA can resume normal operation when re-started.
When RPF bit is reset, this failure is always observed.
In configurations with multiple Rx DMAs, this issue does not affect the other Rx DMAs which can operate normally.		When a fatal bus error interrupt is generated, the software checks if the bus error occurred during Rx descriptor write,
by reading REB field in the DMA_CH[0-7]_Status register. The software then issues a software reset by setting the SWR bit in the
DMA_Mode Register, before reconfiguring and restarting the Rx DMA. Note that the entire design except the standard bus interface
modules is reset by the SWR bit and the software needs to reconfigure entire EQOS.

		PS2192		Ethernet		Ethernet: In OSP mode, Tx DMA might not stop gracefully when instructed during active transfer state		In OSP (Operate on Second Packet) mode, the Tx DMA channel can fetch the next packet from host memory even
before it receives the status for the current packet transmission from the MAC. The software can stop the Tx DMA at any time by
clearing bit ST of DMA_CH[n]_Tx_Control register. When this bit is cleared, the Tx DMA completes the transmission of the current
packet being transferred, close the descriptors of all the transmitted packets before entering the stop state gracefully.
When bit TIE (Transmit Interrupt Enable) of DMA_CH[n]_Interrupt_Enable register is set, the Tx DMA also generates the completion
interrupt after the Tx status is written to the Tx descriptor in the host memory.
However, due to this defect, when the Stop command is issued in the OSP mode when TxDMA is actively transferring data, in certain
scenarios (which are difficult to predict or describe) the Tx DMA might:
- Not generate the Tx packet completion interrupt. If the software relies on the completion interrupt to reuse the descriptors for
subsequent packets, it may get delayed until the TxDMA is re-started and the next packet is transferred.
- Not even enter the Stop state but wait indefinitely wait for Tx Status from MAC even though all pending status are already written to
the respective descriptors in host memory. To exit this condition, the software needs to (soft) reset, reconfigure, and restart the Tx
DMA.
- Unnecessarily transfer one additional Tx packet before entering Stop state.		Issue a stop command to the Tx DMA only after all Tx packets are transferred and the DMA is in IDLE (or SUSPEND)
state. This requires the SW to:
1. Stop updating the Tail Pointer so that no new packets will be scheduled for transfer.
2. Wait for the TxDMA to complete the transfer of all scheduled packets. This is indicated by the respective TxDMA TPS[n] field in the
DMA_Debug_Status[m] read as Suspended state.
Resolution: In the DWC_eqos_mdc_dtx.v module, corrected the generation of the closing_prev_desc, dtx_curr_desc_addr_c and
sts_pending signals to correct the completion interrupt generation and the incorrect waiting for status. The condition to transition to
DTX_DESC_READ state from DTX_WAIT_FOR_STS is modified to avoid unnecessary processing of one additional Tx packet before
entering the Stop state.

		PS2193		Ethernet		Ethernet: Giant packet error incorrectly declared when dribble error occurs for Rx packet whose length is exactly equal to the giantpacket limit		The MAC indicates a Giant Packet (GP) in the Rx status when the received packet length exceeds:
- 9018 or 9022 or 9026 bytes for untagged or single VLAN Tagged or Double VLAN Tagged packets, when JE bit in
MAC_Configuration register is set.
- 2000 bytes when S2KP bit in the MAC_Configuration register is set.
- Bytes specified in the GPSL field in MAC_Ext_Configuration register with GPSLCE bit set to 1 in the MAC_Configuration register.
- 1518 or 1522 or 1526 bytes for untagged or single VLAN Tagged or Double VLAN Tagged packets.
However, due to this defect, if the received packet length is exactly the same number of octets as specified above and an additional
dribble nibble is received on MII, the MAC incorrectly declares it as Giant Packet (GP) in the Rx status along with the Alignment
(Dribble) Error.
In case the Rx_Jabber_Error_Packets counter is present in the configuration, it also gets incremented incorrectly.		Software should ignore the Giant Packet error if the PL field provided in the Rx status is equal to the programmed giant limit (not considering the CRC/Tag stripping effects) when the Dribble Error is also set.

		PS2194		Ethernet		Ethernet: Read-on-Clear interrupt status not updated when event occurs in same clock cycle as status register read		The read-on-clear interrupt status bits are cleared when status register is read. The read operation returns the correct status value just
before it is cleared due to the read operation.
However due to this defect, when a new interrupt event occurs in same clock in which the the clear-pluse to the register is generated,
interrupt status bits are not updated for new event.
The following interrupt status bits of the MAC_Interrupt Status register are affected:
- GPIS
- RXSTSIS
- TXSTSIS
- TSIS
- LPIIS
- PMTIS
- PHYIS
- PCSANCIS
- PCSLCHGIS
- RGSMIIIS
The RXSTIS and TXSTIS correspond to packet abort events in RX path and TX path respectively due to exceptions. All the other bits
correspond to respective optional features (EEE, 1588 Timestamping, PMT low power mode, PHY interface, GPIO). All these interrupt
events are generally infrequent or exception scenarios and are not related to normal operation.
If the software misses these exception interrupt events due to the defect, it will not be able to take corrective actions or responses.		None available.

		PS2195		Ethernet		Ethernet: Incorrect receive timestamp status in context descriptor in threshold mode when application clock is very fast		When Rx Timestamp status is available on ARI (validated by ari_timestamp_val_o signal), the Rx DMA writes the context descriptor
containing Receive Timestamp status to the descriptor memory.
However due to this defect, when all of the following conditions are met, the Receive DMA might provide incorrect Receive Timestamp
status in the context descriptor written to descriptor memory:
- The application clock is very high compared to receive clock
- The MTL Rx Queue is operated in threshold mode
- The RxQueue is empty in the Read Controller side after the Receive Status Word is read out.
The Receive DMA initiates the context descriptor write operation immediately after the last descriptor for the receive packet is written,
if the Timestamp Available (TSA) bit is set in the Rx status provided by MTL. It does not check for the availability of valid Rx
Timestamp on the ARI. Instead, it blindly takes the data available on ARI data bus as the Rx Timestamp and writes it into the context
descriptor.
This scenario (Rx Queue becomes empty between Rx Status & Rx Timestamp) can occur due to the CDC Synchronizer delays. When MTL Rx Queue is operated in threshold mode, and after threshold is reached, the MTL Queue controller passes the current write pointer value to read clock domain using an acknowledgement based data synchronizer. The delay between two pointer updates to the Read clock domain can be a total of 3 clock period each, of the source and destination clock domains. This will be the maximum delay in the availability of the timestamp data on the ARI bus after the Rx Status is read out.
The Rx DMA performs the following operations after the Rx Status is accepted:
1. Arbitrate with the other DMA channels to access the host bus
2. Perform write operation to close Descriptor with Rx Status
3. Arbitrate with other DMA channels to access the host bus
4. Perform Read operation to fetch the next (context) Descriptor
5. Check the validity of the Descriptor.
6. Arbitrate with other DMA channels to access the host bus
7. Perform Write operation to close the context descriptor with Timestamp value.
When the first 6 operations listed above are completed, and before the Timestamp is available on the ARI bus due to the "3 + 3" clock delay, this failure occurs. The latency of these operations (except #5) are variable as it highly depends on the activity of other DMA
channels and Read/Write latencies on the host bus. This failure is observed only in simulation in which the application clock frequency was 20x the MII clock frequency and there were minimal delays on the arbitration and on the read/write access times.
As a result of this failure, the Rx DMA writes incorrect value of timestamp status in the context descriptor. This invalid value might
result in incorrect time correction and/or delay in PTP time synchronization.		Operate the RxQueue in store and forward mode in 10/100Mbps modes in which the probability of this failure is relatively high.

		PS2196		Ethernet		Ethernet: Per DMA Rx packet watchdog timeout error interrupt generated earlier than expected		When a Rx packet is terminated due to watchdog timeout error, and the watchdog timeout error interrupt is enabled, the RX DMA
generates an interrupt after the last descriptor with the RxStatus, is written to the descriptor memory. The interrupt is cleared when the
software writes 1 to the RWT bit in the DMA_CH[0-7]_Status register of the corresponding channel.
However due to this defect, the Rx packet watchdog timeout error interrupt is incorrectly generated by the Rx DMA when the last
descriptor write is initiated. If the software tries to clear the RWT bit before the last descriptor write transaction is completed in the
hardware, the RWT bit is not cleared.
Therefore, the host gets a redundant RWT interrupt again after it comes out of the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). The probability of
this scenario is very low (and created only in simulation) as the ISR is normally triggered long after the descriptor write transaction is
complete in hardware.		Repeat the write 1 to RWT bit until it is cleared before exiting the ISR.

		PS2197		Ethernet		Ethernet: Context descriptor incorrectly written to descriptor memory when Rx timestamp Status is dropped due to non-availability of space in MTL Rx queue		When Rx Timestamp status is captured for a packet but dropped due to non-availability of space in the MTL Rx Queue, the Rx DMA
sets both the Timestamp Available (TA) and Timestamp Dropped (TD) status bits in the last descriptor for the packet. It skips writing
the context descriptor as timestamp information is not available.
However due to this defect, the context descriptor is written to descriptor memory with invalid Rx Timestamp status.
In 32-bit and 64-bit configurations, the TA and TD status bits provided by MTL are located in different status words; the Rx DMA
incorrectly makes context writing decision based only on TA status bit ignoring the TD status bit.
There is no functional impact if the software ignores the next context descriptor based on the setting of TD status bit. However, this
redundant descriptor write operation wasters a descriptor location as well as unnecessarily consumes bandwidth on the system.		When the TD status bit of RDES1 is set, software should ignore the next descriptor if it is a context descriptor.

		PS2198		Ethernet		Ethernet: VLAN tagged AV control packets are incorrectly routed to Rx queue specified for untagged AV control packets		When a VLAN tagged AV control packet is received, it is routed to the Rx Queue based on VLAN tag priority that matches the PSRQ
field corresponding to the Rx Queue in the MAC_RxQ_Ctrl2 and MAC_RxQ_Ctrl3 registers.
However due to this defect, when the VLAN Tagged AV control Rx packet is received, and any or both of CRC stripping for Type
frames (CST bit in MAC_Configuration register is 1) and VLAN Tag stripping are enabled, it is incorrectly routed to Rx Queue specified
for untagged AV control packets (AVCPQ field of MAC_RxQ_Ctrl1 register).
The signal indicating an AV control packet is asserted from RPE (Receive Protocol Engine) before the routing decision is made in
RBU (Receive Bus Interface) due to the VLAN tag in the above scenario. This signal causes the packet to be blindly routed to the
programmed untagged AV control packet queue.
In addition to the fix, the following enhancement is made:
The TACPQE (bit 21 in MAC_RxQ_Ctrl1 register)control bit is added to route the Tagged AV control packets to the Rx Queue,
specified by AVCPQ field.		The software should check the PT field in Rx status. If it indicates 3'b111 which is AV Tagged Control Packet, the software should associate the Rx packet to the matching PSRQ field corresponding to the Rx Queue in MAC_RxQ_Ctrl2 and MAC_RxQ_Ctrl3 registers.

		PS2199		Ethernet		Ethernet: MAC might indicate readiness for power gating entry even after software disables it.		When software writes 1 to PWRDWN bit of MAC_PMT_Control_Status register, the MAC indicates its readiness for power gating entry
by asserting the sbd_pwr_down_ack_o signal. The sbd_pwr_down_ack_o signal is cleared on resetting the PWRDWN bit due to reception of wakeup packet or the software writing 0 to disable it. The writing of 0 by software is possible only when the external power management controller has not gated the power to the MAC. However due to this defect, the sbd_pwr_down_ack_o signal
might not be cleared when the software writes 0 to PWRDWN bit of MAC_PMT_Control_Status register. When the PWRDWN is set
by the software, sbd_pwr_down_ack_o signal indicates that MAC is ready to go into the power-down mode. When the PWRDWN bit is
cleared by the software, the cr_power_down_clr signal is generated, which indicates that MAC needs to come out of power-down mode. Both these signals are synchronized using different CDC synchronizers.When the CDC synchronizers have different delays due to meta-stability, the cr_power_down_clr signal is synchronized first followed by the clearing of the PWRDWN signal in the clk_rx_i domain. In this scenario, the sbd_pwr_down_ack_o signal will be cleared and set again.		The software can set the PWRDWN bit to 0 again. The second write will clear the sbd_pwr_down_ack_o signal output.

		PS2200		Ethernet		Ethernet: Error summary bit in Rx status is incorrectly set when IP payload checksum error is detected		When an IP packet is received with only Layer 3/Layer 4 errors (IP Payload or Header error) it is forwarded to the application with
corresponding error bits set in Rx status. The Error Summary (ES) bit is not set for such errors as per the ES bit description. .
However due to this defect, when an IP packet is received with IP Header or Payload Error (with no Layer 2 errors), the ES bit is
incorrectly set. The MAC used the IP Header or Payload Error indicating signals while generating the Error Summary status bit. There
is no impact as the IP packets with errors are discarded by the software stack and the remote end retransmits if an acknowledgement
is not received. The reception of packets with Layer 3/Layer 4 errors occurrence is rare.		The software driver can ignore the ES bit and forward the packet to the stack, if there are no Layer 2 errors indicated in Rx status.

		PS2201		Ethernet		Ethernet: Transmit checksum offload engine inserts IP payload checksum in IPv6 packets with incorrect hop-by-hop options extension header		The MAC Transmit Checksum Offload Engine (TxCOE) inserts IP payload checksum in IPv6 packets with Hop-by-Hop Options header. As per IETF 2460 specification, Hop-by-Hop Options header must immediately follow the main IPv6 header. The TxCOE must ignore IPv6 packets that have a Hop-by-Hop Options header not as the first extension header and transmit them without any modification.
However due to the defect, the TxCOE inserts IP payload checksum in invalid IPv6 packets even if the Hop-by-Hop options extension header is present after the first extension header. This is because, the IPv6 packet extension header parsing logic did not consider the exception scenario. This has no functional impact because, the inserted checksum is correctly calculated. Moreover, this invalid IPv6 packet is anyway dropped by IP protocol stack at the remote end.		The checksum insertion controls are issued to TxCOE on per packet basis. The software should not enable checksum insertion for such invalid packets.

		PS2206		MCAN		MCAN: Configuration NBTP.NTSEG2 = '0' not allowed		(MCAN#16)

In the Modular CAN (M_CAN) module, when the following conditions are present:
* the Nominal Time segment after sample point (NTSEG2) field of the Nominal Bit Timing and Prescaler register (NBTP) value is 0 (NBTP.NTSEG2 = 0b0, i.e. the phase 2 duration is 1 time quantum (tq))
* there is a pending transmission request
Then the M_CAN module may transmit the first identifier bit as dominant instead of recessive.

Additional information:
The ISO 11898-1 specifies the minimum configuration range for Phase 2 duration to be between 2 and 8 tq.
Only the NBTP register, used to configure the baudrate for the arbitration phase, is impacted. The Data Bit Timing and Prescaler Register (DBTP) is not impacted.		Use a configuration range for NBTP.NTSEG2 from 1 to 127.

		PS2271		UTEST		UTEST: DCF PNREG_ENB can turn off some regulators		The UTEST DCF record PNREG_ENB is able to turn off AUX and CLAMP regulators.

Both AUX and CLAMP regulators have to be always turned on independently whether the system uses either the internal or the external ballasts.		User shall leave the PNREG_ENB at the reset value without programming any respective DCF record in Flash. 
In this way AUX and CLAMP regulators remain enabled.

		PS2372		FCCU		FCCU: Application shall use only PAD PB[11] for FCCU EOUT0 during functional reset		In case of functional reset, the application shall use PAD PB[11] as FCCU EOUT0 
The FCCU EOUT1, i.e. PC[2], is not enabled during functional reset.		During functional reset, the application shall consider only the PAD PB[11] as FCCU error out.

		PS2407		SARADC		SARADC: Normal conversion chain does not resume correctly if interrupted more than one time on the same channel (ERR004146)		This feature works fine if a channel in normal conversion chain is interrupted only one time by an injected conversion. In that case the normal channel is restored and converted correctly after the injected conversion has finished. 
But if the same channel is interrupted a again it will not be restored correctly after the second injected chain has been finished. In that error case this channel in normal conversion chain will be skipped and the next channel in the normal chain will be converted. 
The error condition is true when the minimum time between two consecutive injected conversions is shorter than the sum of maximum time needed for executing an injected conversion chain and maximum time needed for a normal channel conversion.		There are two possible workarounds: 
(1) 
The timing for triggering two consecutive injected conversion chain shall be configured with enough margin to stay outside the critical error condition which is given by: 
 
min DELTA_P Injected Trigger > (max DELTA_T Injected Chain + max DELTA_T Normal Channel) 
 
legend: 
DELTA_P Injected Trigger = time between two consecutive injected conversions 
DELTA_T Injected Chain = time for executing the complete injected conversion chain 
DELTA_T Normal Channel = time for executing a normal channel conversion 
 
(2) 
It is suggested that the application check for valid data using the CDR status bits or the EOC_CHx registers to ensure all expected channels have converted. This can be tested by running a bitwise AND and an XOR with either the xxJCMRx or xxNCMRx registers and the EOC_CHx registers during the ECH or JECH handler. Any non-zero value for ( xxxCMRx AND ( xxxCMRx XOR xCIPRx ) ) indicates that a channel has been missed and conversion should be requested again. 
In one shot mode , set MCR.OWREN to zero. This will avoid over writing of data in case the same sequence is repeated twice.

		PS2474		PMC_DIG		PMC_DIG: Overvoltage above HVD134_C could generate a POR reset		In case the reaction related to HVD134_C is programmed to be "destructive reset": 
- PMC_DIG.REE_LV1.REE6_C = 1, 
- PMC_DIG.RES_LV1.RES6_C = 0, 
it could occur that an overvoltage on HVD134_C generate a POR reset. 
 
As a consequence the following flags are not set: 
- PMC_DIG.EPR_LV1.HVD6_C = 0; 
- MC_RGM.RGM_DES.F_VOR_DEST = 0.		Workaround 1: 
Consider that an overvoltage on HVD134_C could generate a POR reset. 
 
Workaround 2: 
Disable the reaction related to HVD134_C: 
- PMC_DIG.REE_LV1.REE6_C = 0. 
 
Workaround 3: 
Program the reaction related to HVD134_C as "functional reset": 
- PMC_DIG.REE_LV1.REE6_C = 1, 
- PMC_DIG.RES_LV1.RES6_C = 1. 
 
Workaround 4: 
Program the reaction related to HVD134_C as "interrupt": 
- PMC_DIG.REE_LV1.REE6_C = 0; 
- PMC_DIG.IE_LV1.HVD6IE_C =1.

		PS2492		MEMU		MEMU: MEMU error log doesn't include ECC syndrome		The hardware doesn't report ECC syndrome to the MEMU in the case of corrected single-bit errors related to all SYSTEM and PERIPHERAL RAM error sources.  
It reports only the address of the faulty RAM location.		Software shall not use the syndrome in the case of the corrected single bit error affecting RAM.

		PS2551		SARADC		SARADC: An MCR.ABORT or MCR.ABORT_CHAIN feature may corrupt upcoming chain of conversion.		In the Successive Approximation Register Analog-to-Digital Converter (SARADC) in case of an ABORT conversion or ABORT_CHAIN is requested by setting dedicated bit in the Main Configuration Register (MCR[ABORT] or MCR[ABORTCHAIN]), the next upcoming chain of conversion both in ONE_SHOT_MODE as well as SCAN_MODE, will be corrupt. The error is seen when ABORT/ABORT_CHAIN request coincide with end of channel conversion.
Impacts seen
1. Next upcoming sequence may launch a spurious End of channel interrupt at end of first converted channel.
2. Few channels of upcoming chain/sequence may be omitted or repeated or both.		If MCR.ABORT or MCR.ABORT_CHAIN features are used then:
In ONE_SHOT_MODE: Application software should check MSR.ADCSTATUS register value at end of chain event. If MSR.ADCSTATUS = 'IDLE' then Software should check for channels which were not converted (skipped) and re-convert them. 

In SCAN_MODE: The channels which are skipped will be converted on second time when the conversion chain is repeated.

Way to check un-converted channels:
"It is suggested that the application check for valid data using the CDR status bits or the EOC_CHx registers to ensure all expected channels have converted. This can be tested by running a bitwise AND and an XOR with either the xxJCMRx or xxNCMRx registers and the EOC_CHx registers during the ECH or JECH handler. Any non-zero value for ( xxxCMRx AND ( xxxCMRx XOR xCIPRx ) ) indicates that a channel has been missed and conversion should be requested again."

		PS2603		FCCU		FCCU: Fake fault on channel related to XBIC Concentrator_1 when there is any transition on Ethernet_0 AHB"		Whenever Ethernet module issues a memory transfer through XBIC Concentrator_1, then related FCCU channel may rise a fault.  
  
Channel is:  
SPC57NN84x, SPC59NE84 and SPC58xG84--> FCCU channel 110  
SPC584Cx, SPC58ECx--> FCCU channel 108
SPC584Bx --> FCCU channel 108		Ignore FCCU faults related to XBIC Concentrator_1 channel when Ethernet_0 is enabled.  
Considering that XBIC Concentrator_1 collects faults for SIPI and Ethernet_0, faults strategy has to rely on peripherals error flags.

		PS2605		Ethernet		Ethernet: Software Reset (SWR) bit of DMA_Mode Register (DMA_MODE) is not showed to 1 at once, just after it is set.		In the Ethernet module, when SWR bit is set, even if it is asserted at once, the register value is updated after a short delay. So the reading of SWR bit, just after setting, could be wrong (value read back could be 0 instead of 1).		After SWR bit has been set, waiting for at least 4 CSR clock cycle before to perform the reading of the reset SWR bit.

		PS2634		Ethernet 		Ethernet : PMT and LPI interrupts should not be used in EEE (Energy Efficient Ethernet) mode.		PMT and LPI interrupts may get captured differently in INTC and INTC checker. This can cause fake RCCU alarm and a fault(14) in FCCU for INTC checker.		User should use SBD interrupt (Global interrupt) instead of LPI and PMT interrupts in case of EEE (Energy Efficient Ethernet) mode. This can be achieved by programming LPIIE bit (for LPI interrupt) adn PMTIE bit (for PMT interrupt) of MAC_Interrupt_Enable register.

		PS2801		SARADC		SARADC: First Analog to digital convertion after power up is erroneous when VDD_HV_ADV is below 4V		The first Analog to digital conversion of ADCSAR performed after power up is not correct in case VDD_HV_ADV is lower then 4V.		After each destructive reset, insert a dummy ADCSAR conversion and neglect it.

		PS2817		Flash		Flash: Potential AEE bit set after Reset		If any Reset event is issued during a read request from the PFlash Controller to the Flash, an Address Encode Error may be generated after Reset.		The application should ignore if the AEE bit is set after a Reset event and clear it.

		PS2855		SARADC		SARADC:  The MSR.ADCSTATUS field may corrupt during internal change of finite state machine		The MSR.ADCSTATUS field may corrupt for at most 2 clock cycles when internal finite state machine changes its state. Hence to ensure correctness of read value from MSR.ADCSTATUS field, software should read the field twice.		To ensure correctness of MSR.ADCSTATUS field, software should read the field twice. A common read value in consecutive read access to register ensures the validity of the field.

		PS2856		SARADC		SARADC: Conversion results can get corrupted during low power mode entry.		In the Successive Approximation Register Analog-to-Digital Converter (SARADC), during low power mode entry request, SARADC can give an acknowledgement for low power mode entry before current ADC single/chain conversion. Due to this, the converted data can be corrupted.		After the low power mode exit, the ADC conversion results stored in SARADC (Internal, Test or External) registers should be discarded: 
 - Internal Channel Data Registers 0-95: ICDRxxx
 - Test Channel Data Registers 96-127: TCDRxxx
 - External Channel Data Registers 128-255: ECDRxxx

		PS2857		SARADC		SARADC: PWDN MODE Entry request should only be initiated after software ensures that no new conversions will be triggered (started).		In the Successive Approximation Register Analog-to-Digital Converter (SARADC)  a Power Down mode can request by setting dedicated bit in the Main Configuration Register (MCR[PWDN]). If a conversion is started at almost same time when PWDN Entry is requested then the SARADC might enter in PWDN mode erroneously and SARADC will get stuck at 'SAMPLE' state. Once out of PWDN MODE the state will not recover to 'IDLE' and any new conversion requests will be ignored.		Before requesting Powerdown mode by setting MCR[PWDN] = 1 ; software should ensure that no new conversion requests/triggers could be initiated.  Software may disable hardware triggers by setting MCR[NTRGEN], MCR[JTRGEN], MCR[CTUEN] bits to 0.  Software should also not trigger conversion using MCR[NSTART] and MCR[JSTART] bits.

		PS2859		SARADC		SARADC: SARADC_MSR.CHADDR may show incorrect value for two clock cycles (ERR010171)		The Channel under measure (CHADDR) field of the Successive Approximation Register Analog to Digital Converter (SARADC) Main Status Register may read an incorrect value for 2 ADC clock cycles (SARADC_MSR.CHADDR).

Case 1: During an injected conversion, the CHADDR field may show an incorrect channel number instead of showing the injected channel number, for two clock cycles. The incorrect value depends on when the injection trigger is applied.

Case 2: The CHADDR field may be incorrect for 2 clocks immediately after it is updated.		In order to ensure that the channel address of the current conversion is correct, the MSR.CHADDR field should be read at least three times consecutively. If all three reads are the same, then this is the correct CHADDR. Otherwise read the MSR.CHADDR again and compare until 3 values match.

		PS2874		Ethernet 		Ethernet : TXQPAUSED bit of MTL_TxQ[n]_Debug registers is always set to 0 even if Tx Queue is in the Pause condition.		In the Ethernet module, in case:
- Receive Flow Control Enable (RFE) bit is set into MAC Receive Flow Control Register (MAC_RX_FLOW_CTRL) 
- MAC is operating in full-duplex mode, 

the TXQPAUSED bit of MTL_TxQ[n]_Debug registers is always set to 0 when the MAC receives a MAC Pause Control packet and the transmitter is in the Pause condition for a Pause time (PT) defined into MAC Q0 Flow Control Register  (MAC_Q0_TX_FLOW_CTRL).		Do not take into account TXQPAUSED bit of MTL_TxQ[n]_Debug registers when the MAC receives a MAC Pause Control packet.

		PS2949		PFLASH		PFLASH: Line buffers not invalidated by uncorrectable ECC errors and RWW errors.		When PFlash line read buffer is enabled setting PFCR{1,2}[P{0,1}_BFEN] bit, lines from Flash are stored in the buffer, regardless any possible ECC error detection. 
If buffer data contains uncorrectable ECC errors, and it is not overwritten by other accesses, subsequent reads at the initial address always returns the erroneous data/response, without performing any new access to flash.

The same behavior is observed when any Read-While-Write (RWW) error (flash flag MCR[RWE] is set to 1) is occurred.
This may lead to infinite loop of exceptions.		Based on the occurring error (i.e. ECC or RWW), different IVOR are called.
Whatever IVOR, the related exception handler shall be executed from SRAM (i.e. secure HSM in case of HSM core) and it has to:
- program PFCR3.[P{0,1}_ WCFG ] = 0x00, removing partitioning of the buffers based on the access type. 
- run 8 dummy read operations with address offset of 32bytes: e.g. read(A0), read(A0 + 0x20) and so on.
The 8 dummy read operations will flush the prefetch buffer contents and will allow the read from flash memory directly. 
The dummy read locations can be any address in Flash as allowed by the core memory map.

In case of RWW error, care has to be taken executing above operations at the end of programming/erase.
Checking that has to be performed differently depending on running core:
- No HSM cores (z4/z2)
Polling Flash MCR[PEG] flag, waiting for such flag set.
- HSM core (z0) 
Reading periodically the flash until no exception is triggered.

Another way to invalidate the prefetch buffers is to toggle the PGM/ERS bits (Sequence: 0->1->0) in the Flash MCR registers. PGM/ERS bits should be modified only when EHV bit is 0. This is done to avoid any unintended internal Flash operation.		REWORDED

		DAN-0040754		e200zx		e200zx: Starvation issue with reservation instructions		The reservation access instructions are used to lock the CPU data port on the crossbar. The reservation is released on the execution of 'stwcx' instruction.  
  
It results in the locking of the last accessed slave for CPU data port and might result in starvation of the CPU instruction port if accessing to the same slave.  
  
e.g. If CPU executes a reservation instruction (lwarx), it'll lock the slave from which it was accessing the data. Now if we execute code from same memory, it'll never get through and the execution will get stuck.		The software should carefully execute the reservation instructions and should not perform data accesses to the memory which is used to execute the instruction.  
The data accesses to the mentioned memories can be resumed only after execution of 'stwcx' instruction which releases the reservation on the data port.

		DAN-0041182		SARADC		SARADC: Normal conversion chain does not resume correctly if interrupted.		The SAR ADC provides the feature to interrupt ongoing normal conversion by an injected conversion. In some corner cases it is possible that the normal conversion will not be restored correctly after the first injected chain has been finished. In that error case one of the channel in normal conversion chain will be skipped and other is repeated twice.		It is suggested that the application check for valid data using the CDR status bits or the EOC_CHx registers to ensure all expected channels have converted. This can be tested by running a bitwise AND and an XOR with either the xxJCMRx or xxNCMRx registers and the EOC_CHx registers during the ECH or JECH handler. Any non-zero value for ( xxxCMRx AND ( xxxCMRx XOR xCIPRx ) ) indicates that a channel has been missed and conversion should be requested again.
In one shot mode, set MCR.OWREN to zero. This will avoid over writing of data in case the same sequence is repeated twice.

The suggested workaround is equal to the second one available in Errata PS2407. The first one available in latter is not applicable because
the issue is similar but not the same. This is why we opened a new errata.

		DAN-0041376		STANDBY		STANDBY: LP Pads increased consumption (Ex PS1739)		When the device enters into standby mode, the LP pads have the input buffer switched-on. As a consequence, if the pad input voltage VIN is VSS<VIN<VDD_HV, an additional consumption can be measured in the VDD_HV domain. The highest consumption can be seen around mid-range (VIN ~=VDD_HV/2), 2-3mA depending on process, voltage and temperature.

This situation may occur if the PAD is used as a ADC input channel, and VSS<VIN<VDD_HV.		The applications should ensure that LP pads are always set to VDD_HV or VSS, to avoid the extra consumption.

		DAN-0042132		PBRIDGE		PBRIDGE: Incorrect transfer error information on accesses to reserved off-platform locations (ex PS2441)		Some reserved address ranges of memory map (unused areas of the Peripheral Bridges), do not behave as expected with regard to the setting of the Peripheral bus Abort Enable bit (PAE) and the Register bus Abort enable bit (RAE) of the System Status and Configuration Module (SSCM) Error Configuration register (SSCM_ERROR). 
 
Case1: When SSCM_ERROR[PAE] = 1 and SSCM_ERROR[RAE] = 1, no transfer error is generated for accesses in the ranges: 
1)	0xF7DC0000	-- 0xF7DC0083
2)	0xF7DF4000	-- 0xF7DF4023
3)	0xF7DFC000	-- 0xF7DFC083
4)	0xF7F74000	-- 0xF7F7401F
5)	0xF7FB0140	-- 0xF7FB01FF
6)	0xF7FB0240	-- 0xF7FB05FF
7)	0xF7FB3FFC	-- 0xF7FB3FFF
8)	0xFBDC0000	-- 0xFBDC0083
9)	0xFBFB0000	-- 0xFBFB01FF
10)	0xFBFB02C0	-- 0xFBFB033F
11)	0xFBFB0380	-- 0xFBFB047F
12)	0xFBFB0500	-- 0xFBFB053F
13)	0xFBFB0580	-- 0xFBFB06BF
14)	0xFBFB2000	-- 0xFBFB26BF
15)	0xFBFB3880	-- 0xFBFB3887 
16)	0xFBFB3FFC	-- 0xFBFB3FFF

 
Case2: When SSCM_ERROR[PAE] = 0 and SSCM_ERROR[RAE] = 0, no transfer error is generated for any access.
 
Case3: When SSCM_ERROR[PAE] = 0 and SSCM_ERROR[RAE] = 1, transfer error is generated for accesses in the range: 
1)	0xF7DC0084	-- 0xF7DF7FFF
2)	0xF7DFC084	-- 0xF7DFFFFF
3)	0xF7F6C200	-- 0xF7F6FFFF
4)	0xF7F74018	-- 0xF7F77FFF 
5)	0xF7FB3F00	-- 0xF7FB3FFB
6)	0xFBDC0084	-- 0xFBDC3FFF
7)	0xFBF6C200	-- 0xFBF6FFFF
8)	0xFBFB06C0	-- 0xFBFB1FFF
9)	0xFBFB221C	-- 0xFBFB3FFB

 
Case4: When SSCM_ERROR[PAE] = 1 and SSCM_ERROR[RAE] = 0, no transfer error is generated for accesses in the range: 
1)	0xF7DC0000	-- 0xF7DF7FFF
2)	0xF7DFC000	-- 0xF7DFFFFF
3)	0xF7F6C200	-- 0xF7F6FFFF
4)	0xF7F74000	-- 0xF7F77FFF
5)	0xF7FB0140	-- 0xF7FB01FF
6)	0xF7FB0240	-- 0xF7FB05FF
7)	0xF7FB3F00	-- 0xF7FB3FFF
8)	0xFBDC0000	-- 0xFBDC3FFF
9)	0xFBF6C200	-- 0xFBF6FFFF
10)	0xFBFB0000	-- 0xFBFB01FF
11)	0xFBFB02C0	-- 0xFBFB033F		Do not rely on transfer error information for the above address ranges

		DAN-0042375		MC_ME		MC_ME: system frequency limitation when resetting a core (ex PS1957).		Triggering a reset of a Core_2, when it is up and running and the system clock frequency is above 100MHz, may corrupt the configuration of the computational crossbar switch. 
The Core_2 will be reset when a mode transition is requested in the Mode Entry module (MC_ME) and one of the following condition occurs: 
 - the Core_2 is configured to remain under reset in the target mode via the Core Control 0 register of the ME module (ME_CCTL0) 
 - the reset of the Core_2 is requested by setting the Reset on Mode Change bit (RMC) in the Core Address 0 register (ME_CADDR0). 

No corruption occurs in case the target mode requested is a functional reset: Target Mode field of the Mode Control register (ME_MCTL) is 0b0000.		One of the following workarounds can be used: 

1) If Core_2 needs to be reset independently of the rest of the device, please ensure that the system clock is lower than 100MHz by reducing it or by temporarily moving the system clock to the Internal RC oscillator (16MHz) clock source. 

2) In event of requesting Core_2 to be reset @ full system frequency any gasket FCCU monitor alarms must be ignored (FCCU #56) occurring after the reset request. 

3) In event of requesting Core_2 to be reset @ full system frequency temporarily switch to the following parking scheme for XBAR slaves S4, S5 & S6 before issuing the reset: 
    - XBAR_CRS4.PCTL = 10b 
    - XBAR_CRS5.PCTL = 10b 
    - XBAR_CRS6.PCTL = 10b

		DAN-0042392		WKPU		WKPU: Wake up via NMI during standby(ex PS2475)		The WKPU supports 3 NMI sources. 
 
For all RUNx/LP modes but STBY mode, the allowed configurations for NMI/PAD are: 
-  Core_2: NMI[2] can be selected on  PA[4], PD[15], PA[4]^PD[15]; 
 
To wake-up from STBY only these configurations for NMI/PAD are allowed: 
-  NMI[2] during standby is provided by PD[15] only.		If the STBY mode and the NMI feature are used, refer to the allowed configurations for NMI/PAD here described.

		DAN-0042394		PMC_Dig		PMC_Dig: the detection of STANDBY low voltage event (LVD100_SB)  is not reported  by PMC_EPR_LV0[LVD3_SB] flag (ex PS2476)		If LVD100_SB voltage monitor event is enabled through PMC_REE_LV0.REE3_SB bit to cause a functional reset, by setting RES_LV0.RES3_SB bit, then when the selected voltage drops below the related threshold the functional reset is generated but the voltage monitor flag is not correclty reported to PMC EPR_LV0 register.		The same information can be retrieved by reading the ‘Functional’ Event Status Register (RGM_FES), checking the status of flag RGM_FES[F_VOR_FUNC_STDBY].

		DAN-0042416		PBRIDGE		PBRIDGE: Incorrect transfer error information for accesses to TDM and Ethernet reserved locations (ex ERR007412)		When the Peripheral bus Abort Enable bit (PAE) and the Register bus Abort enable bit (RAE) of the System Status and Configuration Module (SSCM) Error Configuration register (SSCM_ERROR) are set, no transfer error is generated for accesses to reserved locations of the following peripherals: 
- Tamper Detection Module (TDM [base address 0xF40E_4000]) 
- Ethernet Controller (Ethernet_0 [base address 0xF7C5_4000])		Do not rely on transfer error information for accesses to the reserved locations of the TDM and the Ethernet Controller.

		DAN-0043004		MC_ME		MC_ME: Device could stuck in SAFE Mode		In case of SAFE Mode invalid transition request (peripheral active in SAFE Mode with a clock different from IRC)
the device enters in SAFE Mode but after that it is stuck and the next mode transition is aborted.		In SAFE Mode all the peripherals have to be disabled or clocked by IRC;

To avoid issue in case of HW SAFE Mode request, if a peripheral is needed to be active in SAFE Mode it must be configured since the 
beginning of the application to be driven by IRC clock.

		DAN-0043085		FCCU		FCCU: Unwanted indication of a fault state for a single safe clock period		When the software switches the FCCU state machine from CONFIG to NORMAL state, the user can observe a glitch to a logic 0b in the error out pin. In this case, the user wrongly interprets this glitch as a fault indication. 
The duration of the glitch is equal to a single clock period of the IRC oscillator.
This event occurs only if the software changes the error out protocol from a toggling to a not-toggling one, and programs the FCCU_CFG.FCCU_SET_AFTER_RESET bit to 1b. As a result, there is a 50% of probability to observe the glitch.		Split the configuration of the FCCU in 2 phases.

During the first phase, the software:
1) moves the FCCU to the CONFIG state
2) configures the FCCU including the error our protocol, but without setting the FCCU_CFG.FCCU_SET_AFTER_RESET flag to 1b
3) exits to the NORMAL state

During the second phase, the software:
4) moves again the FCCU to the CONFIG state
5) sets the FCCU_CFG.FCCU_SET_AFTER_RESET flag to 1b
6) exits to the NORMAL state

Note:  The default(after reset) error out protocol is the Dual Rail. Since this is a toggling protocol, the software must execute the above steps each time the user wants to switch to a not-toggling error out protocol.

		DAN-0043158		SARADC		SARADC: 10-bit SARADC sampling cycles can't be reduced to 2 in "normal mode conversion"		In 10-bit SARADC "normal mode conversion", the minimum number of sampling cycles is 5 even if CTR0[INPSAMP] is configured to be <5.  In "fast comparator mode conversion", instead, sampling configuration is properly applied.		Minimum number of sampling cycles has to be considered as 5 if SARADC 10-bit works in "normal mode conversion".

		DAN-0043294		MCAN		MCAN: Tx FIFO message sequence inversion		(MCAN#18)

Assume the case that there are two Tx FIFO messages in the output pipeline of the Tx
Message Handler. Transmission of Tx FIFO message 1 is started:
Position 1: Tx FIFO message 1 (transmission ongoing)
Position 2: Tx FIFO message 2
Position 3: --
Now a non Tx FIFO message with a higher CAN priority is requested. Due to its priority it
will be inserted into the output pipeline. The TxMH performs so called "message scans" to
keep the output pipeline up to date with the highest priority messages from the Message
RAM. After the following two message scans the output pipeline has the following content:
Position 1: Tx FIFO message 1 (transmission ongoing)
Position 2: non Tx FIFO message with higher CAN priority
Position 3: Tx FIFO message 2
If the transmission of Tx FIFO message 1 is not successful (lost arbitration or CAN bus
error) it is pushed from the output pipeline by the non Tx FIFO message with higher CAN
priority. The following scan re-inserts Tx FIFO message 1 into the output pipeline at position
3:
Position 1: non Tx FIFO message with higher CAN priority (transmission ongoing)
Position 2: Tx FIFO message 2
Position 3: Tx FIFO message 1
Now Tx FIFO message 2 is in the output pipeline in front of Tx FIFO message 1 and they
are transmitted in that order, resulting in a message sequence inversion.

Scope:
The erratum describes the case when the M_CAN uses both, dedicated Tx Buffers and a
Tx FIFO (TXBC.TFQM = '0') and the messages in the Tx FIFO do not have the highest
internal CAN priority. The described sequence inversion may also happen between two
non Tx FIFO messages (Tx Queue or dedicated Tx Buffers) that have the same CAN
identifier and that should be transmitted in the order of their buffer numbers (not the
intended use).
Effects:
In the described case it may happen that two consecutive messages from the Tx FIFO
exchange their positions in the transmit sequence.		When transmitting messages from a dedicated Tx Buffer with higher priority than the messages
in the Tx FIFO, choose one of the following workarounds:
First Workaround
Use two dedicated Tx Buffers, e.g. use Tx Buffers 4 and 5 instead of the Tx FIFO.
The pseudo-code below replaces the function that fills the Tx FIFO.
Write message to Tx Buffer 4
Transmit Loop:
* Request Tx Buffer 4 - write TXBAR.A4
* Write message to Tx Buffer 5
* Wait until transmission of Tx Buffer 4 completed - IR.TC, read TXBTO.TO4
* Request Tx Buffer 5 - write TXBAR.A5
* Write message to Tx Buffer 4
* Wait until transmission of Tx Buffer 5 completed - IR.TC, read TXBTO.TO5
Second Workaround
Assure that only one Tx FIFO element is pending for transmission at any time.
The Tx FIFO elements may be filled at any time with messages to be transmitted, but their
transmission requests are handled separately. Each time a Tx FIFO transmission has
completed and the Tx FIFO gets empty (IR.TFE = '1') the next Tx FIFO element is
requested.
Third Workaround
Use only a Tx FIFO. Send the message with the higher priority also from Tx FIFO.
Drawback: The higher priority message has to wait until the preceding messages in the Tx
FIFO have been sent.

		DAN-0043334		MCAN		MCAN: Retransmission in DAR mode due to lost arbitration at the first two identifier bits.		(MCAN#17)

When the M_CAN is configured in DAR mode (CCCR.DAR = '1') the Automatic Retransmission 
for transmitted messages that have been disturbed by an error or have lost arbitration 
is disabled. When the transmission attempt is not successful, the Tx Buffer's 
transmission request bit (TXBRP.TRPxx) shall be cleared and its cancellation finished bit 
(TXBCF.CFxx) shall be set. 
When the transmitted message loses arbitration at one of the first two identifier bits, it may 
happen, that instead of the bits of the actually transmitted Tx Buffer, the TXBRP.TRPxx 
and TXBCF.CFxx bits of the previously started Tx Buffer (or Tx Buffer 0 if there is no previous 
transmission attempt) are written (TXBRP.TRPxx = '0', TXBCF.CFxx = '1'). 
If in this case the TXBRP.TRPxx bit of the Tx Buffer that lost arbitration at the first two 
identifier bits has not been cleared, retransmission is attempted. 
When the M_CAN loses arbitration again at the immediately following retransmission, 
then actually and previously transmitted Tx Buffer are the same and this Tx Buffer's 
TXBRP.TRPxx bit is cleared and its TXBCF.CFxx bit is set. 
Scope: 
The erratum is limited to the case when the M_CAN loses arbitration at one of the first two 
transmitted identifier bits while in DAR mode. 
The problem does not occur when the transmitted message has been disturbed by an 
error. 
Effects: 
In this case it may happen, that the TXBRP.TRPxx bit is cleared after the second transmission 
attempt instead of the first. 
Additionally it may happen that the TXBRP.TRPxx bit of the previously started Tx Buffer is 
cleared, if it has been set again. As in this case the previously started Tx Buffer has lost 
M_CAN internal arbitration against the active Tx Buffer, its message has a lower identifier 
priority. It would also have lost arbitration on the CAN bus at the same position.		Cancellation process should not be performed in those cases and no SW W/A is available

		DAN-0043474		SARADC		SARADC: The delay programmed in ECDSDR.DSD occurs before setting the external multiplexer pins		The Decode Signals Delay (DSD) field of the  External Channel Decode Signals Delay Register (ECDSDR) is used to introduce a delay between the time the pins that control an external multiplexer connected to an analog-to-digital converter are toggled and the time the conversion actually starts, in order to give the multiplexer circuit the chance to become stable before the process begins. However, this delay is incorrectly applied before the pins that drive the external multiplexer are toggled rather then afterwards. The conversion starts immediately after these pins are toggled.		The bit field ECDSDR.DSD shall be considered reserved. The application shall take into account the time required for the external multiplexer to settle, and adjust sampling phase duration must be used. CTRn.INPSAMP shall be set to be equal to or greater than the sum of the following:

- the settling time of the external multiplexer used, i.e. the time needed after the selector signals toggle to have the multiplexer output signal becoming stable and the input pin capacitor charging within 0.01% of the final voltage;
- the ADC sample time specified in the SoC datasheet (section 3.12).

In summary: CTRn.INPSAMP = mux settling time + pad capacitor charging time + ADC sample time

		DAN-0043798		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet

		DAN-0043994		SARADC_10bit_STDBY		SARADC_10bit_STDBY: possible ADCDIG hanging during SSWU execution at STANDBY exit		During an SSWU scenario, if an external wakeup event is coming very close to ADC conversion, the ADCDIG could stuck. As a consequence, at the exit of the STANDBY, the ADCDIG status will be different from IDLE (see MSR.ADCSTATUS).		Once the device is exited from STANDBY, if the ADC status is different from IDLE, force a software reset to the ADCDIG (through RGM_PRST3.SAR_ADC_10BIT_STDBY_RST).
Please follow the procedure described in the RM chapter MC_RGM: Individual peripheral resets.		REWORDED

		DAN-0044114		JTAGM		JTAGM: JTAGM_SR[15] may not report the debugger connection		The DCI (Debug and Calibration Interface) reports if a debugger is connected by detecting the rising edge of JCOMP signal. 
If a debugger is connected, the DCI sets the flag JTAG_SR[15] to 1b (DCI_TOOL_PRESENT). The above logic works as expected if the JCOMP signal rises after the POR signal is stable. In some use cases, the JCOMP and POR signals change at the same time. Under these circumstances, the flag JTAG_SR[15] remains to 0b even if a rising edge of the JCOMP signal occurs.
As a result, if the software reads the JTAG_SR[15] it perceives that the debugger is not connected even if it is.		Don't rely on JTAGM_SR[15] to detect if a debugger is connected. 
The HSM_SR register, implemented in the HSM sub-system, reports if the debugger is enabled and active.

		DAN-0044555		LINFlexD		LINFlexD:  in UART mode, receiver can miss counting incoming frames if framing errors are present		In the LINFlexD peripheral, the field UARTSR.DRF_RFE is used to indicate that the number of frames programmed in UARTCR.RDFL_RFC has been received, when the peripheral is operated in UART mode and UART receiver hardware is in buffer mode (UARTCR.RFBM = 0).
Under such conditions, the RM states that UARTSR.DRF_RFE flag is set as soon as the last programmed frame is received, irrespective of framing, parity or overrun errors.

However, when the number of programmed STOP bits is 2 or 3 (UARTCR.SBUR = 01b or 10b), incoming frames showing specific erroneous stop bit patterns are missed in the count and their content is not transferred to the Buffer Data Register (BDRL/BDRM), contrary to the expected behavior to have all incoming frames with stop bit errors counted and copied to BDRx. For such frames, the UARTSR.FEF field is still properly generated.

Therefore, the DRF_RFE flag can remain unset at the end of data reception, even if all the frames have been transmitted.

Frames with other stop bit patterns (which can still be incorrect from a protocol standpoint, leading to a UARTSR.FEF indication) do not cause such abnormal behavior, instead.

When the UART receiver is configured in FIFO mode, the UART receiver behaves in a similar fashion, but in this case, UARTSR.DRF_RFE only indicates whether the buffer FIFO is empty. The peripheral still detects the erroneous frames by setting UARTSR.FEF, but it does not account for their reception for updating UARTSR.DRF_RFE and the Buffer Data FIFO. Therefore UARTSR.DRF_RFE is cleared only when receiving the first non-erroneous frame, and the erroneous frames will not reach the Buffer Data FIFO.		When the number of programmed STOP bits is 2 or 3, software should monitor the UARTSR.FEF flag along with UARTSR.DRF_RFE to monitor data reception.
If the FEF flag is set, information both in the DRF_RFE flag and the Buffer Data Register (BRDL/BDRM) shall be considered unreliable, in accordance to the description.

		DAN-0045002		FCCU		FCCU: the core2 memories fault, corresponding to the channels numbers from #57 to #62, from #69 to #73 and #83, may be set during power-up.		In the Fault Collection and Control Unit (FCCU) module, during power-up, in case memory Built-In Self-Test (MBIST) is disabled on each: 
- instruction cache memory (icache) 
- data cache memory (dcache) 
- local memories: dmem, itag and dtag 
of the core2, then the FCCU faults for these core memories address, corresponding to the FCCU channels numbers from #57 to #62, from #69 to #73 and #83, may be set. For the FCCU fault names and description, refer to "FCCU failure inputs" table defined into Functional Safety chapter of RM.  
 
If the user enables the execution of the above MBIST, these unexpected FCCU faults don't occur.		If the users disable the execution of the MBIST for the icache, dcache, dmem, itag and dtag memories of core2, they shall ignore the FCCU faults for channels from #57 to #62, from #69 to #73 and #83 after the power-up. 
 
If the users can't ignore these faults and don't want to run the full MBIST for the above memories for duration reason, they can reduce the MBIST duration by running the MBU algorithm only. They can do it by setting as '1' the WDATA[3] in DCF record 0008000C (STCU_CFG).

Once caches are invalidated and enabled, these alarms will not be generated anymore.

		DAN-0045059		PCM		PCM: reservation and decorated instructions don't work as expected		Due to wrong connection in the platform the use of reservation or decorated instructions is mutually exclusive based on configuration
of the bit PCM2.EN_HSIZE_MUX_PRAM.
 
PCM2.EN_HSIZE_MUX_PRAM bit = 0:  
- When performing atomic operations by decorated instructions, two RMW are issued resulting in a ECC corruption of targeted address. 
The ECC error will be reported into the MEMU table during readback.

PCM2.EN_HSIZE_MUX_PRAM bit = 1 (default): 
- When performing atomic operations by reservation instructions, the data in the memory is corrupted without ECC error.		The atomic instructions properly work with following configurations:

- reservation instructions by clearing the bit (PCM2.EN_HSIZE_MUX_PRAM bit = 0); 

- decorated instructions by setting the bit (PCM2.EN_HSIZE_MUX_PRAM bit = 1 - default).

Under developer responsibility to use only one set of atomic instruction.
Please take care to the usage of some intrinsics or third-party libraries and binary code that could embed one of these instruction sets.

		DAN-0045073		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet

		DAN-0047413		FCCU		FCCU: The FOSU may issue a destructive reset if a fault occurs the second time		The FOSU monitors the second occurrence of a fault if the following conditions occur concurrently:
1) the user configures the channel x of the FCCU to react with a functional reset, either long or short;
2) the user sets the EOUTEN[x] flag of EOUT_SIG_EN register to 0b;
3) the software doesn't clear the FCCU status flag related to the fault x after its first occurrence;
4) the fault x triggers again after the functional reset.
Under these circumstances, the FOSU triggers a destructive reset after the FOSU timeout.
This behavior is the expected one from the functional safety standpoint. Indeed, the safest reaction in the presence of a fault, which occurs again after a functional reset,  is a destructive reset.		If the users want to increase the availability of the system by avoiding the destructive reset, they can set the EOUTEN[x] flag of EOUT_SIG_EN register to 1b. In such a case, the FOSU doesn't trigger the destructive reset.

		DAN-0047790		PMC_DIG		PMC_DIG: testing of voltage monitors LVD100_SB could fail running Voltage monitor BIST		The testing procedure to verify all the voltage monitors is started via SW by setting the BIST_CTRL[START] register bit and once BIST is finished the status can be obtained by checking the BIST_FLAGS_PHASE1 and BIST_FLAGS_PHASE2 registers.  
In some corner case the testing of voltage monitors LVD100_SB could fail during PHASE 2 associated to high reference voltage test (REFH) by reporting a wrong flag (set to 0) in the voltage monitor BIST Flags Phase2 Register (BIST_FLAGS_PHASE2) for bit 31.		The application must ignore the setting of this flag related to LVD100_SB and never enable its functional reset ( i.e. PMC_Dig.REE_LV0.REE3_SB = 0 ) Standby mode is assumed not to serve any safety function, and the lack of LVD100_SB BIST is not impacting the safety assessment.  
In addition, voltage monitor (MVD082_C ) can check supply drop/loss during Standby in case of a potential malfunction of LVD100_SB by triggering a power-on-reset (POR) and setting MC_RGM_DES[F_POR] flag.

		DAN-0047964		SAR_ADC_10bit_STDBY		SAR_ADC_10bit_STDBY: SAR ADC Standby performance degradation		10-bit SAR ADC STDBY analog converter performance can get degraded if being used along with other 12-bit SAR ADCs. 
No impact on 10-bit SAR ADC STDBY  performance if being used in standby mode or used standalone with other 12-bit SAR ADCs powered-off.		Do not use 10-bit SAR ADC STDBY analog converter when other 12-bit SAR ADCs are powered on.

		DAN-0047977		MCAN		MCAN: Unexpected High Priority Message (HPM) interrupt.		(MCAN#19)

There are two configurations where the issue occurs: 
 
Configuration A: 
• At least one Standard Message ID Filter Element is configured with priority flag set (S0.SFEC = "100"/"101"/"110") 
• No Extended Message ID Filter Element configured 
• Non-matching extended frames are accepted (GFC.ANFE = "00"/"01") 
The HPM interrupt flag IR.HPM is set erroneously on reception of a non-high-priority extended message under the following conditions: 
1) A standard HPM frame is received, and accepted by a filter with priority flag set 
--> Interrupt flag IR.HPM is set as expected 
2) Next an extended frame is received and accepted because of GFC.ANFE configuration 
--> Interrupt flag IR.HPM is set erroneously 
 
Configuration B: 
• At least one Extended Message ID Filter Element is configured with priority flag set (F0.EFEC = "100"/"101"/"110") 
• No Standard Message ID Filter Element configured 
• Non-matching standard frames are accepted (GFC.ANFS = "00"/"01") 
The HPM interrupt flag IR.HPM is set erroneously on reception of a non-high-priority standard message under the following conditions: 
1) An extended HPM frame is received, and accepted by a filter with priority flag set 
--> Interrupt flag IR.HPM is set as expected 
2) Next a standard frame is received and accepted because of GFC.ANFS configuration 
--> Interrupt flag IR.HPM is set erroneously 
 
Scope: 
The erratum is limited to: 
 
Configuration A: 
No Extended Message ID Filter Element configured and non-matching extended frames are accepted due to Global Filter Configuration (GFC.ANFE = "00"/"01"). 
 
Configuration B: 
No Standard Message ID Filter Element configured and non-matching standard frames are accepted due to Global Filter Configuration (GFC.ANFS = "00"/"01"). 
 
Effects: 
Interrupt flag IR.HPM is set erroneously at the reception of a frame with: 
Configuration A: extended message ID 
Configuration B: standard message ID		Configuration A:

Setup an Extended Message ID Filter Element with the following configuration:
• F0.EFEC = "001"/"010" - select Rx FIFO for storage of extended frames
• F0.EFID1 = any value - value not relevant as all ID bits are masked out by F1.EFID2
• F1.EFT = "10" - classic filter, F0.EFID1 = filter, F1.EFID2 = mask
• F1.EFID2 = zero - all bits of the received extended ID are masked out

Now all extended frames are stored in Rx FIFO 0 respectively Rx FIFO 1 depending on the configuration of F0.EFEC.


Configuration B:

Setup an Standard Message ID Filter Element with the following configuration:
• S0.SFEC = "001"/"010" - select Rx FIFO for storage of standard frames
• S0.SFID1 = any value - value not relevant as all ID bits are masked out by S0.SFID2
• S0.SFT = "10" - classic filter, S0.SFID1 = filter, S0.SFID2 = mask
• S0.SFID2 = zero - all bits of the received standard ID are masked out

Now all standard frames are stored in Rx FIFO 0 respectively Rx FIFO 1 depending on the configuration of S0.SFEC.

		DAN-0047979		MCAN		MCAN: Message transmitted with wrong arbitration and control fields.		(MCAN#20)

Description: 
Under the following conditions a message with wrong ID, format, and DLC is transmitted: 
• M_CAN is in state "Receiver" (PSR.ACT = "10"), no pending transmission 
• A new transmission is requested before the 3rd bit of Intermission is reached 
• The CAN bus is sampled dominant at the third bit of Intermission which is treated as SoF (see ISO11898-1:2015 Section 10.4.2.2)  
 
Under the conditions listed above it may happen, that: 
• The shift register is not loaded with ID, format, and DLC of the requested message 
• The M_CAN will start arbitration with wrong ID, format, and DLC on the next bit 
• In case the ID wins arbitration, a CAN message with valid CRC is transmitted 
• In case this message is acknowledged, the ID stored in the Tx Event FIFO is the ID of the requested Tx message and not the ID of the message transmitted on the CAN bus, no error is detected by the transmitting M_CAN 
 
Scope: 
The erratum is limited to the case when M_CAN is in state "Receiver" (PSR.ACT = "10") with no pending transmission (no TXBRP bit set) and a new transmission is requested before the 3rd bit of Intermission is reached and this 3rd bit of intermission is seen dominant. 
When a transmission is requested by the CPU by writing to TXBAR, the Tx Message Handler performs an internal arbitration and loads the pending transmit message with the highest priority into its output buffer and then sets the transmission request for the CAN Protocol Controller. The problem occurs only when the transmission request for the CAN Protocol Controller is activated in the critical time window between the sample points of the 2nd and 3rd bit of Intermission and if that 3rd bit of intermission is seen dominant.  
 
This dominant level at the 3rd bit of Intermission may result from an external disturbance or may be transmitted by another node with a significantly faster clock. 
 
Effects: 
In the described case it may happen that the shift register is not loaded with arbitration and control field of the message to be transmitted. The frame is transmitted with wrong ID, format, and DLC but with the data field of the requested message. The message is transmitted in correct CAN (FD) frame format with a valid CRC. 
 
If the message loses arbitration or is disturbed by an error, it is retransmitted with correct arbitration and control fields.		Workaround 1 
Request a new transmission only if another transmission is already pending or when the M_CAN is not in state "Receiver" (when PSR.ACT ≠ "10"). To avoid activating the transmission request in the critical time window between the sample points of the 2nd and 3rd bit of Intermission, the application software can evaluate the Rx Interrupt flags IR.DRX, IR.RF0N, IR.RF1N which are set at the last bit of EoF when a received and accepted message gets valid. The last bit of EoF is followed by three bits of Intermission. Therefore the critical time window has safely terminated three bit times after the Rx interrupt. Now a transmission may be requested by writing to TXBAR. After the interrupt, the application has to take care that the transmission request for the CAN Protocol Controller is activated before the critical window of the following reception is reached. 
 
Workaround 2 
A checksum covering arbitration and control fields can be added to the data field of the message to be transmitted, to detect frames transmitted with wrong arbitration and control fields. 
 
Workaround 3 
If a transmission is to be requested while no other transmission request is already pending and the CAN bus is not idle, set the CCCR.INIT bit (which stops the CAN protocol controller), set the transmission request and finally clear the CCCR.INIT bit. The message currently being received when CCCR.INIT is set will be lost, but no errors (or error frames) will be generated and the CAN protocol controller will re-integrate into the CAN communication immediately at the 11 recessive bits of the next End-of-Frame & Intermission (or Idle) and will receive (or transmit) the following message. 
 
Workaround 4 
It is also possible to keep the number of pending transmissions always at >0 by frequently requesting a message, then the condition "no pending transmission" is never met. The frequently requested message may be given a low priority, losing arbitration to all other messages.

		DAN-0048647		PMC_Dig		PMC_Dig: HVD134_C (VD6) fake fault exiting STANDBY mode		In some cases, the voltage level detector HVD134_C for the 1.20 V Core supplies may trigger a fake flag exiting Standby mode by setting the low-voltage status flags associated.
This condition may occur only if the application uses the internal ballast and STANDBY mode.		Before entering in Standby mode all applications using internal ballasts shall disable all reactions (reset, interrupt and FCCU) for HVD134_C VD, it means :
PMU_Dig.REE_LV1[REE6_C]  = 0
PMU_Dig.IE_LV1[HVDIE6_C] = 0
PMU_Dig.FEE_LV1[FEE6_C]  = 0

and re-enable them only after exiting Standby mode.
SW shall ignore the low-voltage status flags associated with HVD134_C VD if asserted after Standby exit (i.e: PMU_Dig.EPR_LV1[HVD6_C] and PMU_Dig.GR_S[VD6_C]).

		DAN-0048674		MEMU		MEMU: Wrong address stored in error reporting table of MEMU when detected HSM RAM failure		The Memory Error Management Unit (MEMU) gives support for reporting of error events associated HSM memory space including error addresses.
Because a wrong mapping for HSM module when MEMU receives an error signal from HSM RAM memory space the error address collected in the reporting table is not correct and shows an uncorrected offset.
The actual mapping follows these rules:
•	In case of failure in the HSM RAM pram1_0 (mapped 0xA000_0000 - 0xA000_3FFF) the MEMU reports the following wrong address:  from 0xA000_2000 to 0xA000_5FFF.   
•	In case of failure in the HSM RAM pram1_1 (mapped 0xA000_4000 - 0xA000_7FFF) the MEMU reports the following wrong address:  from 0xA000_6000 to 0xA000_9FFF.   
•	In case of failure in the HSM RAM pram0     (mapped 0xA000_8000 - 0xA000_9FFF) the MEMU reports the following wrong address:  from 0xA000_0000 to 0xA000_1FFF.		SW can recognize the actual HSM RAM error address by managing the right offset as described.

		DAN-0048686		NPC		NPC: Reduced Port Mode is not available		The mode of operation of NPC block is determinate by Port Configuration Register (PCR) settings.
Port Configuration Register PCR[FPM] bit controls the number of MDO pins used to transmit messages.
Setting PCR[FPM] bit  to 1 all MDO pins are used by selecting the Full Port Mode while clearing the FPM bit is used a subset of MDO pins (Reduced Port Mode - RPM).
Actually the Reduced Port Mode is not available on device and it is required to enable only the Full Port Mode (PCR[FPM] = 1).		No Workaround.

		DAN-0048728		[DOC] WKPU		[DOC] WKPU: Wakeup/Interrupt Pullup Enable Register (WIPUER) description		Replace the text below:  
"This register is used to enable a pullup on the corresponding interrupt pads to pull an unconnected wakeup/interrupt input to a value of 1”. 
 
With the following one:  
"This register is used to disable Pad keeper feature on a set of interrupt pads (group_1) and to enable internal pull on a different set of interrupt pads (group_2). The pull direction (up or down) is selected by SIUL. SIUL2_MSCR_IO_n.WPDE-WPUE bits. 

Note: Group_1 only gathers following pins: INT8 (PC1) – INT9 (PF3) - INT15 (PD5) - INT18 (PA2) - INT24 (PA11) - INT25 (PE10)), all other INTx pins are gathered in Group_2."

In addition, for the table “WIPUER Field Descriptions”, the right bit description is:  
IPUEx: External Interrupt Pull Enable  
1 Pull is enabled  
0 Pull is disabled 

Only for IPUE 8/9/15/18/24/25 change the bit name in PKDx:
PKDx: Pad Keeper Disable   
1 Pad Keeper is disabled  
0 Pad Keeper is enabled.		No workaround. 
Reference Manual to be updated

		DAN-0048729		STANDBY		STANDBY: Pad-Keeper functionality not immediately enabled on Low Power pads when entering in STANDBY Mode.		In case of pad-keeper enabled, this feature of LP pads is not immediately activated during stand-by mode entry.  
In time-frame before the activation of the pad-keeper, the LP INTx pads configured to wakeup from STANDBY mode (both on rising and falling edge) could getting discharged and STANDBY mode can be immediately exited.
During this time-frame the status of LP INTx pins that can disable via SW the pad-keeper feature is in High-Z therefore depending by external pull, while for all other LP INTx pads the status depends via SW by value of  WKPU.WIPUER[INTx] bit:
- If WKPU.WIPUER=0, LP INTx pads are in High-Z  
- If WKPU.WIPUER=1, LP INTx pads  in Pull-Down 

After Pad-Keeper activation, the pad pull configuration (pull-up or pull-down), is controlled by the Pad-Keeper.  
Please contact ST representative for details.		In case that leakage on the LP pad is such that the wake up by STANDBY Mode can happen: 
WKPU.WIPUER shall be set to 0 and an external pull-up shall be added on pad configured to wakeup from STANDBY mode in order to avoid false wake-up event.

		DAN-0048821		MEMU		MEMU: multiple entries reported in case of decorated access to SRAM		Any ECC errors in SRAM memory detected while performing decorated load instructions (SIMPLE LOAD DMC (SLD)) will be reported as two entries in the MEMU in the System RAM reporting table. 
The syndrome reported to MEMU in both cases is different. The syndrome for the first entry (i.e. the one filed first to MEMU) is erroneous and shall not be used.		The application shall check the MEMU System RAM reporting table after the decorated load instruction has been completed by the core. In case of ECC error, there will be normally two new entries reported to MEMU for the accessed address. In this case, the application shall use the last updated entry to identify the position of the faulty bit.

		DAN-0048893		GENERAL		GENERAL: Current injection causes leakage path across the LFAST LVDS pins		The General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) digital pins (including all digital CMOS input or output functions of the pin) connected to the differential LVDS drivers of the LVDS Fast Asynchronous Serial Transmit Interface (LFAST) do not meet the current injection specification given in the operating conditions of the device electrical specification. When the LVDS transmitter or receiver is disabled and current is positively or negatively injected into one pin of the GPIO pins connected to the differential pair, a leakage path across the internal termination resistor of the receiver or through the output driver occurs potentially corrupting data on the complementary GPIO pin of the differential pair. All LFAST LVDS receive and transmit GPIO pairs on the device exhibit the current injection issue.
There is an additional leakage path for the LFAST LVDS pins through the loopback test path when current is negatively injected into a GPIO pin connected to an LFAST LVDS pair.  In this case current will be injected into the same terminal of the GPIO pin connected through the loopback path (terminal to positive terminal, negative terminal to negative terminal). One set of pins are affected by the loopback path on the device:
- TXP/TXN = PA[7]/PA[8] and RXP/RXN =PA[9]/PA[5].

There is no leakage issue when the pins are operating in normal LVDS mode.		As long as the GPIO pad pins are operated between ground (VSS_HV_IO) and the Input/Output supply (VDD_HV_IO) then no leakage current between the differential pins occurs.  If the GPIO pad is configured as an input buffer then the input voltage cannot be above the supply, below ground, and no current injection is allowed.  
If the GPIO pad is configured as an output care should be taken to prevent undershoot/overshoot/ringing during transient switching of capacitive loads.  
This can be done by carefully configuring the output drive strength to the capacitive load and ensuring board traces match the characteristic impedance of the output buffer to critically damp the rising and falling edges of the output signal.

		DAN-0049220		MC_ME		MC_ME: Device immediately exits STANDBY Mode without external wake up event		NMI sources can be enabled by WKPU.NCR register to wake-up the device.
However in case that ESR1/NMI1 (PA[4]) pin or NMI2 (PD[15]) pin is at logic state high when the device enters STANDBY, then the device exits immediately without waiting for rising/falling edge event of the NMI input.  

Therefore the NMI sources shall not be used to wake-up from STANDBY.		To wake-up the device from STANDBY, enable the other external wakeup lines configured by WKPU.WRER register.

		DAN-0049525		MC_ME		MC_ME: Mode transition request may be ignored when XOSC is enabled by DCF		XOSC can be optionally enabled through a DCF bit during power-up rather than by software after power-up.

When XOSC is enabled through software and not by DCF, there is no issue.
When it is enabled through DCF bit, then while device exits RESET and enters DRUN mode, it waits for the XOSC to be 'ON' and stable before signalling transition to DRUN mode.

Since XOSC stabilization takes some time defined by XOSC_CTL[EOCV] (reset/default value : 0x30), the mode transition from RESET to DRUN is delayed by this duration. During this mode transition, if another mode transition is requested by software then the new request is rejected and if software polls the I_MTC (mode transition complete interrupt) field then this interrupt may never be generated and software may hang. Additionally, the ME_IMTS.S_MRI bit may be set.

If BAF is enabled, then ME_IMTS_MRI bit may be set after the BAF code execution. If self-test is enabled and self test duration is greater than XOSC stabilization time, then this issue will not occur. 
-      If BAF is enabled, then ME_IMTS_MRI bit may be set after the BAF code execution. 
-      If self-test is enabled and self test duration is greater than XOSC stabilization time, then this issue will not occur.		When XOSC is enabled by DCF bit, then application software must:
(1) 
- Check and clear the ME_IMTS.S_MRI bit if set.
- Wait for ME_GS[MTRANS] to be ‘0’ before requesting any mode transition.

OR 

(2) Enable self-test with self-test duration greater than XOSC stabilization time.

OR

(3) After all the supplies ramp-up, if PORST pin is held low for a duration greater than (XOSC_CTL[EOCV] * 512 * XOSC period) + 1.5ms, then this issue will not happen. For example, for XOSC=20MHz, this duration will be (48 * 512 * 50)ns + 1.5ms = ~2.73ms.

		DAN-0049812		PFLASH		PFLASH: Spurious generation of FCCU alarm #67 (ADDR_FDBK_ERR_FLASH_C 1) while accessing  0x0080_FFEx/0x011B_FFEx address range having prefetch enabled.		In the Flash memory address range, the Flash Controller (PFLASH_1) takes care of the address range till 0x011B_FFFF.
The PFLASH_1 shall not be allowed to generate addresses in reserved ranges 0x0081_0000--0x00FB_FFFF and beyond 0x011B_FFFF.
However when  PFLASH_1 is getting an address 0x0080_FFEx or 0x011B_FFEx, its prefetch engine gets activated to start a new fetch from address 0x00810000 or 0x011C_0000 respectively.
Because there is no address range check present on the prefetch address for these blocks resulting in an illegal address access on Flash module.
Therefore an Address Feedback alarm is generated from Flash_1 to FCCU.

As this issue comes only during prefetch operation, it doesn’t appear during normal accesses for which address range check is present.		There are two possible workarounds:
1. Never use the address ranges:  (0x0080_FFE0 -- 0x0080_FFFF) or (0x011B_FFE0-0x011B_FFFF) 
    in the code, e.g. configure SMPU to restrict the access to these ranges.  
  
2. Manage the reaction of FCCU alarm #67 (ADDR_FDBK_ERR_FLASH_C 1) as:

    a. Applications using other reaction than reset on channel #67 can diagnose and avoid/ignore the alarm reported from these address ranges.

    b. Applications using reset reaction on the channel #67 can:
            - Completely disable the channel reaction
            - Let it reset and analyze after reset (in case of functional one).

		DAN-0049972		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet

		DAN-0050583		SARADC		SARADC: ADC may convert previous configured channel.		The ADC-DIG programming clock and ADC clocks are asynchronous to each other. It takes maximum 7 ADC clock cycles to transfer the value of NCE_CH from ADC-DIG clock domain to ADC clock domain, while conversion-start bit (MCR.NSTART) is latched within minimum 2 ADC clock cycles of programming NSTART bit. Therefore if MCR.NSTART bit is set within 5 ADC clock cycles of programming the channel number, the synchronization of channel number might not happen and it will result in conversion of previous channel number by ADC.
The channel number can be programmed using any of the registers ICNCMRx/ ICJCMRx/TCNCMR/TCJCMR/ ECNCMRx/ ECJCMRx. Similarly a new conversion can be started by setting the MCR bits – NSTART/JSTART/ABORT as decided by the operating context (normal/injected/external). 
It is needed to ensure a sufficient delay between setting the channel number and setting the start-bit by software.		•      Ensure minimum 5 ADC clock cycles of delay between the programming of channel number and setting of conversion start. 
•	Same delay must also be present between programming Injected Channel Number Registers and Injection Enable bit (MCR.JTRGEN) to take care of hardware trigger injection.
•	Writing more than once the channel number registers within 7 ADC clock cycles will prevent the first write to get effective therefore, these registers should be written only once before setting the start bit.
•	Same delay must also be present when programming the other configuration and control registers like CMRn, CTRn, WTHRHLRn before setting the NSTART/JSTART/ABORT/JTRGEN bits to start any conversion.

		DAN-0050613		SARADC		SARADC: SARADC conversion results cannot be relied upon while executing USER BIST.		While running USER BIST, there can be a wrong indication to ADC about its supply level, which can cause degradation of ADC results.		SARADC conversion should be avoided while running USER BIST.

		DAN-0051663		SIUL2		SIUL2: Temporary drive of open-source/open-drain pads		The System Integration Unit Lite 2 (SIUL2) Output Drive Control in the Multiplexed Signal Configuration registers (SIUL2_MSCR_IO_n[ODC]) specifies the type of output drive control for the associated pins. When configured as open-drain, the high drive for the output buffer is disabled and when configured as open-source the low drive for the output buffer is disabled. However, during the transition from the driven to non-driven state, the output may momentarily drive the opposite value. In other words, the open-drain output may momentarily drive high and the open-source output may momentarily drive low.		The application should consider having a momentarily higher consumption in the bus, if strong external circuits start driving the pins while pads are in opposite direction.		NEW

		DAN-0052753		MCAN		MCAN: Debug message handling state machine not reset to Idle state when CCCR.INIT is set.		(MCAN#21) 

When the debug support is active, if the bit CCCR.INIT is set by the Host by writing to register CCCR or when the M_CAN enters BusOff state, the debug message handling state machine stays in its current state instead of being reset to Idle state. Setting CCCR.CCE does not change RXF1S.DMS. The debug message handling state machine is stopped and remains in the current state signalled by RXF1S.DMS. In case RXF1S.DMS = "11", output m_can_dma_req remains active.  The erratum is limited to the case when the Debug on CAN Support feature is active. Regular operation is not affected, in regular operation the debug message handling state machine always remains in Idle state.		In case the debug message handling state machine has stopped while RXF1S.DMS="01" or RXF1S.DMS="10" it can be reset to Idle state by hardware reset or by reception of debug messages after CCCR.INIT is reset to zero. In case the debug message handling state machine has stopped while RXF1S.DMS="11" with m_can_dma_req active, it can be reset to Idle state by hardware reset or by activating input m_can_dma_ack.		NEW

		DAN-0053230		PIT		PIT: Temporary incorrect value reported in LTMR64H register in Lifetimer mode		When the Programmable interrupt timer (PIT) module is used in lifetimer mode, timer 0 and timer 1 are chained and the timer load start value (LDVAL0[TSV] and LDVAL1[TSV]) are set according to the application need for both timers. 
When timer 0 current time value (CVAL0[TVL]) reaches 0x0 and subsequently reloads to LDVAL0[TSV], then timer 1 CVAL1[TVL] should decrement by 0x1.
However, this decrement does not occur until one cycle later, therefore a read of the PIT upper lifetime timer register (LTMR64H) is followed by a read of the PIT lower lifetime timer register (LTMR64L) at the instant 
when timer 0 has reloaded to LDVAL0[TSV] and timer 1 is yet to be decremented in next cycle then an incorrect timer value in LTMR64H[LTH] is expected.		In lifetimer mode, if the read value of LTMR64L[LTL] is equal to LDVAL0[TSV], then read both LTMR64H and LTMR64L registers for one additional time to obtain the correct lifetime value.		NEW

		DAN-0053830		PFLASH		PFLASH: Test Mode Disable Override Password is not protected based on life cycle		The Test Mode Disable Override Password is readable in any Life cycle.		No workaround		NEW

		DAN-0053968		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		NEW

		DAN-0054221		MCAN		MCAN: Message order inversion when transmitting from dedicated Tx Buffers conﬁgured with same Message ID.		(MCAN#22)

Conﬁguration
Several Tx Buffers are conﬁgured with the same Message ID. Transmission of these Tx Buffers is requested sequentially with a delay between the individual Tx requests.

Expected behavior:
When multiple Tx Buffers that are conﬁgured with the same Message ID have pending Tx requests, they shall be transmitted in ascending order of their Tx Buffer numbers. The Tx Buffer with lowest buffer number and pending Tx request is transmitted ﬁrst.

Observed behavior:
It may happen, depending on the delay between the individual Tx requests, that in the case where multiple Tx Buffers are conﬁgured with the same Message ID the Tx Buffers are not transmitted in order of the Tx Buffer number (lowest number ﬁrst).
Scope:
The erratum is limited to the case when multiple Tx Buffers are conﬁgured with the same Message ID.
Effects:
In the case described it may happen, that Tx Buffers conﬁgured with the same Message ID and pending Tx request are not transmitted with lowest Tx Buffer number ﬁrst (message order inversion).		All revisions of MCAN IP:
First write the group of Tx messages with same Message ID to the Message RAM and then afterwards request transmission of all these messages concurrently by a single write access to TXBAR.

For MCAN IPs revision R3.2.2, R3.2.3 only:
Use the Tx FIFO instead of dedicated Tx Buffers for the transmission of several messages with the same Message ID in a speciﬁc order, as described in Section "Tx handling - Tx FIFO" of the M_CAN chapter.

MCAN IP revision R3.3.0 is not affected.		NEW

		DAN-0055017		LinFlexD		LinFlexD: LINS bits in LIN Status Register(LINSR) are not usable in UART mode.		When the LINFlex module is used in the Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) mode, the LIN state bits (LINS[3:0]) in LIN Status Register (LINSR)  are not updated correctly. Therefore, these bits cannot be used to monitor the UART state.		No workaround. LINS bits should be used only in LIN mode.		NEW

		DAN-0055035		[DOC] MC_RGM		[DOC] MC_RGM: Destructive Reset definition		In the section “‘Destructive’ resets” of Reset Generation Module (MC_RGM) chapter, following text 
 
A ‘destructive’ reset indicates that an event has occurred after which critical register or memory content can no longer be guaranteed.  

will be replaced with following one: 
 
A ‘destructive’ reset indicates that an event has occurred after which critical register or memory content can no longer be guaranteed.  
Exceptions to the latter are the software ‘destructive’ reset and the external power-on reset which do allow the system memory content to be 
preserved in case that: 
 
1)	the sw is not performing any write accesses to the memory blocks (*) to be preserved when such resets occur and  
2)	the chip is configured to not execute a self-test on power-on, ‘destructive’, and external resets 
 
(*) memory blocks are: System RAM 2, D-MEM CPU_2 
 
All the others documentation references to memory preservation upon a destructive reset will be modified accordingly.		No workaround. Refence Manual to be updated.		NEW

		DAN-0055169		CMU		CMU: XOSC < IRCOSC enabled via DCF triggers FCCU#51		In case XOSC frequency is less than internal IRC frequency(16Mhz), enabling the oscillator  
through UTEST DCF miscellaneous[XOSC_EN] can cause FCCU #51 and mode transition stucks at functional reset assertion.  
  
The reason behind the behavior is resetting of CMU_0.RCDIV with functional reset which causes  
OLR event generation immediately after reset phase.		In case XOSC frequency is lower than IRC frequency(16Mhz), oscillator shall  
be enabled through MC_ME only rather than DCF configuration or user shall ignore the OLR event and clear the fault FCCU#51.		NEW

		ERR003556		DMA_MUX 		DMA_MUX : Low Power Entry may not be completed when peripherals run on divided clock with DMA enable		System may not enter into Low Power Mode (HALT/STOP/STANDBY) when all the below conditions are true simultaneously:  
  
1.A Peripheral with DMA capability is programmed to work on divided clock.  
2. Above peripheral is programmed to be stopped in Low Power Mode and active in RUN Mode.  
3. Above Peripheral is active with DMA transfer while Software requests change to Low Power mode.		Software should ensure that all the DMA enabled peripherals have completed their transfer before requesting Low Power mode Entry

		ERR004048		PAD_RING		PAD_RING: Pin drive type (CMOS/OD/LVDS) ignores the ILS setting in MSCR.		The Input Level Select (ILS) and Output Drive Control (ODC) bit fields in the Multiplexed Signal Configuration Register (MSCR) are not used to select LVDS operation. Instead, the user must write to the Source Signal Select (SSS) bit field to enable LVDS operation on both the positive (P) and negative (N) ports of the LVDS function. Once the LVDS function is selected, the port input or output levels are forced to LVDS and all ILS and ODC settings are ignored. 
 
When the LVDS Fast Asynchronous Serial Transmission (LFAST) signals are enabled, the output buffer can be disabled by writing to the pin control register in the LFAST module.		Set port input or output levels to LVDS by writing to the SSS. Do not expect the ILS or ODC setting to affect the LVDS input or ouput levels.

		ERR004136		XOSC and IRCOSC		XOSC and IRCOSC: Bus access errors are generated in only half of non-implemented address space of XOSC and IRCOSC, and the other half of address space is mirrored		Bus access errors are generated in only half of the non-implemented address space of Oscillator External Interface (40MHz XOSC) and IRCOSC Digital Interface (16MHz Internal RC oscillator [IRC]). In both cases, the other half of the address space is a mirrored version of the 1st half. Thus reads/writes to the 2nd half of address space will actually read/write the registers of corresponding offset in the 1st half of address space.		Do not access unimplemented address space for XOSC and IRCOSC register areas OR write software that is not dependent on receiving an error when access to unimplemented XOSC and IRCOSC space occurs.

		ERR006538		LINFlexD		LINFlexD: Stop mode request may be ignored if requested before the end of a frame		The LINFlexD module fails to enter stop mode when the stop mode request is issued before the second data byte of an ongoing frame transfer. 
User requests stop mode by setting the appropriate bit of the Peripheral Control Register of the Mode Entry Module (ME_PCTLx).		If a LIN transmission/reception is in progress, wait until it reaches the frame boundary (complete current frame transfer) before sending a request to enter in stop mode.

		ERR006836		DCF		DCF: DCF record for initial IVPR cannot be used		The Device Configuration Format (DCF) record for setting the initial value on the Interrupt Vectors base address is not recognized.  
The DCF records for the initial  IVPR  uses DCF Chip Select 7 (Miscellaneous Client) addresses 0x10, 0x14, and 0x18 to set the IVPR for the different cores. 
| *Core* | *DCF Address* | 
| Core 0 | 0x10 | 
| Core 1 | 0x14 | 
| Core 2 | 0x18 |		Write software such that it does not rely on the initial IVPR value to be set by a DCF record.

		ERR006850		SSCM		SSCM: Nexus enable required for mode changes when a debugger is attached		If the Nexus interface is enabled in the the e200zx cores, even if trace (program, data, ownership, watchpoint, data acquisition) is not enabled, the Nexus Aurora Router (NAR) must be enabled to allow mode changes via the Mode Entry module if debug mode is enabled (debugger connected to the MCU). In addition, trace options must be set to guarantee that none of the NAR trace buffers become full and to prevent new messages from being input into the NAR since some Nexus trace messages are automatically generated regardless whether any trace mode is disabled. Nexus is enabled in the core if any Nexus feature is accessed by a tool (executing the Nexus_enable command to use the Nexus Read/Write Access feature to access memory).		The Nexus enable bit (NEN) must be set in the NAR Control Register (NAR_CR[NEN]=0b1) when a debugger is connected to allow messaged to exit the core Nexus module.

		ERR007109		I2C		I2C: In master receive mode, data remains latched in I2C data I/O register (IBDR) until new data is received		When the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) is configured in master mode and receiving data from a slave which is transmitting data bytes on an irregular basis, there is no way for the master to know if the data received in the I2C data Input/Output register (IBDR) is the old latched data or the new data received from the slave.		When slave is configured to transmit data on an irregular basis, in other words intermittently, it should not send 2 consecutive bytes with the same data. When 2 consecutive data bytes are different, a dummy read of the I2C data I/O register (IBDR) can be initiated before the actual read. These 2 bytes can be compared to know if it is the new data or the old data.

		ERR007115		DSPI		DSPI: Mixing 16 and 32 bits frame size in XSPI Mode can cause incorrect data to be transmitted		The Deserial Serial Peripheral Interface (DSPI) features an Extended SPI mode (XSPI) supporting frames of up to 32 bits.
When the XSPI Mode is enabled, transferring a mixture of frames having a size up to 16 bits and those having size above 16 bits can cause an incorrect data transmission to occur. This happens when the First In/First Out (FIFO) queue read pointers roll-over and a frame needs to be extracted from both the bottom of the FIFO and the top of the FIFO when the Frame Size is greater than 16 bits.		Even number of Transmit FIFO Register (TXFR) registers: 
Do not mix frames that have  data sizes of less than 16 bits with those having a size more than 16 bits in XSPI Mode.

Odd number of TXFR registers : 
Do not mix frames that have  data sizes of less than 16 bits with those having a size more than 16 bits in XSPI Mode.
If the frame size is greater than 16, initially send a dummy frame (a frame with no chip select, but containing data) of less than or equal to 16 bits. Continue sending a dummy frame after each (number of TXFR Registers - 1) / 2 frames.

		ERR007120		NZxC3		NZxC3: DQTAG implemented as variable length field in DQM message		The e200zx core implements the Data Tag (DQTAG) field of the Nexus Data Acquisition Message (DQM) as a variable length packet instead of an 8-bit  fixed length packet. This may result in an extra clock ("beat") in the  DQM trace message depending on the Nexus port width selected for the device.		Tools should decode the DQTAG field as a variable length packet instead of a fixed length packet.

		ERR007211		MC_ME		MC_ME: Core register IAC8 is cleared during a mode change when the core is reset		If a core is reset (ME_CADDR[0,1,2].RMC =1) in the Core Address register during a Mode Entry module (MC_ME) mode change then the Instruction Address Compare 8 (IAC8) register within the core which receives the reset will be cleared. In this implementation IAC8 is used as the Security watchdog service address. If a watchdog time-out occurs after this mode change and no valid service address exists, the core will attempt to execute code from the invalid address potentially resulting in an exception.   
 
The watchdog (SWT) associated with that core is not reset by this change and retains its configuration. If  fixed address execution is configured by the Service Mode in the software watchdog control register (SWT_CR.SMD= 0b10) when IAC8 is cleared to 0, it will not be possible to update IAC8 with the correct value. For other service modes the IAC8 register will be cleared to 0, but can be updated.		If the software watchdog mode is in fixed address execution (SWT_CR.SMD= 0b10), do not reset the corresponding core upon mode change. For all other modes, IAC8 must be updated by software immediately after the mode transition completes.

		ERR007274		LINFlexD		LINFlexD: Consecutive headers received by LIN Slave triggers the LIN FSM to an unexpected state		As per the Local Interconnect Network (LIN) specification, the processing of one frame should be aborted by the detection of a new header sequence and the LIN Finite State Machine (FSM) should move to the protected identifier (PID) state. In the PID state, the LIN FSM waits for the detection of an eight bit frame identifier value. 
In LINFlexD, if the LIN Slave receives a new header instead of data response corresponding to a previous header received, it triggers a framing error during the new header's reception and returns to IDLE state.		The following three steps should be followed - 
1)      Configure slave to Set the MODE bit in the LIN Time-Out Control Status Register (LINTCSR[MODE]) to '0'.
2)      Configure slave to Set Idle on Timeout in the LINTCSR[IOT] register to '1'. This causes the LIN Slave to go to an IDLE state before the next header arrives, which will be accepted without any framing error.
3)      Configure master to wait for Frame maximum time (T Frame_Maximum as per LIN specifications) before sending the next header.
Note:
THeader_Nominal = 34 * TBit
TResponse_Nominal = 10 * (NData + 1) * TBit
THeader_Maximum = 1.4 * THeader_Nominal
TResponse_Maximum = 1.4 * TResponse_Nominal
TFrame_Maximum = THeader_Maximum + TResponse_Maximum

where TBit is the nominal time required to transmit a bit and  NData is number of bits sent.

		ERR007299		DSPI		DSPI: SOUT pins are not automatically configured as SOUT when Slave Select is asserted in Slave Mode		The Deserial Serial Peripheral Interface (DSPI) Serial Data Out (SOUT) pins are not automatically configured as SOUT when the Slave Select (SS) signal is asserted. Instead the pins must be configured as SOUT using the Source Signal Select (SSS) field of the pertinent Multiplexed Signal Configuration Register (MSCR) in the System Integration Unit Lite 2 (SIUL2) module.		In DSPI slave mode operation, the SOUT function must be selected in the MSCR. If the device is the only slave device then no functional issues will occur. 
If the device is configured in DSPI slave mode  and it is not the only slave then an external multiplexing scheme can be used based upon the DSPI Slave Select Signals.

		ERR007352		DSPI		DSPI: reserved bits in slave CTAR are writable		When the Deserial/Serial Peripheral Interface (DSPI) module is operating in slave mode (the Master [MSTR] bit of the DSPI Module Configuration Register [DSPIx_MCR] is cleared), bits 10 to 31 (31 = least significant bit) of the Clock and Transfer Attributes Registers (DSPIx_CTARx) should be read only (and always read 0). However, these bits are writable, but setting any of these  bits to a 1 does not change the operation of the module.		There are two possible workarounds.
Workaround 1: Always write zeros to the reserved bits of the DSPIx_CTARn_SLAVE (when operating in slave mode).
Workaround 2: Mask the reserved bits of DSPIx_CTARn_SLAVE when reading  the register in slave mode.

		ERR007433		JTAGM		JTAGM: Nexus error bit is cleared by successful RWA		The JTAG Master module status register includes a Nexus error status bit (JTAGM_SR[Nexus_err]) that indicates the status of the last Nexus Read/Write Access (RWA) command. Once this information is latched, it can only be cleared by performing a successful RWA transaction via the same core that caused the error. In addition, if a RWA transaction is performed by a different core, the error bit will not be cleared and it is not possible to determine if the access by the second core RWA was successful or generated another error. 

In general, this bit should only be set when the Nexus RWA accesses non-existent or protected memory spaces.		If the status information is required from a specific core, the user software or tool should read the error bit (ERR) of the e200zx core's Nexus Read/Write Access Control/Status register. To avoid setting the error bit, do not perform illegal memory accesses.

		ERR007824		DCI		DCI: Avoid asserting system reset when switching JTAG operating modes		Assertion of system reset during the transition of the debug pin operating mode, either from JTAG pin mode to the LVDS Fast Asynchronous Serial Transmission (LFAST) pin mode, or from LFAST pin mode to JTAG pin mode, could result in a loss of synchronization with the debugger or a reset of the debug system.		Tools should not assert system reset while the Debug and Calibration Interface (DCI) is switching the pin operating mode from JTAG to LFAST, or from LFAST to JTAG. If a system reset occurs due to any other conditions, the tool may lose communication with the microcontroller. If this occurs, the tool should reset the JTAG interface by toggling JCOMP (DEBUG_RXN) low (ground) while holding the TDO (DEBUG_RXP) pin either high or low. This forces the interface operation back to JTAG operating mode. This requires that the Enable Escape mode feature be enabled in the DCI Control Register (DCI_CR[EN_ESC_MODE] = 1).

		ERR007869		FCCU		FCCU: FOSU monitoring of a fault is blocked for second or later occurrence of the same fault		The Fault Collection and Control Unit (FCCU) Output Supervision Unit (FOSU) does not monitor the FCCU for a second or later occurrence of a given fault if the following conditions occur concurrently:  
1. the user sets the EOUT_SIG_EN[x]=0b for the specific fault,  
2. only reset programmed as a reaction (either short or long), and
3. the assertion of the fault coincides with the long/short functional reset reaction to a fault previously asserted.		There are two possible workarounds. Either one can be used with same effectiveness.
1. In addition to the reset reaction, enable either the interrupt (IRQ) or Non-maskable Interrupt (NMI) or error out signaling reaction for the faults that have a reset reaction enabled. Restrictions of combining reset reaction with additional reactions may be written in the chip specific sub-section of the FCCU chapter.

2. Apply the following procedure during the FCCU configuration after a reset and in the fault service routine while clearing the fault status inside the FCCU.
i. Check for FCCU pending faults and clear them.
ii. Configure the FCCU as desired.
iii. Enable a fault as software recoverable by setting its corresponding bit in the RF Configuration Register (FCCU_RF_CFGn)
iv. Inject a fake fault to the fault set up in step “iii” by writing the corresponding code into the RF Fake Register (FCCU_RFF)
v. Check that there are no pending faults else clear the pending faults and repeat steps “iv” and “v”
vi. Reconfigure the fault that was configured for software recovery mode.

		ERR007904		PASS		PASS: Programming Group Lock bit (PGL) can be de-asserted by multiple masters writing the correct password sections to the CINn registers.		The eight Challenge Input Registers (CINn) in the Password and Device Security Module (PASS) where the 256-bit unlock lock password (8 x 32-bit registers) is provided, can be written by multiple masters. If the written password is correct even though it has been provided from different masters, the password Group Lock (PASS PGL) in the Password Group n Lock 3 Status register (PASS_LOCK3_PGn) is de-asserted and UnLockMaster (MSTR) is set to 0xF. 
Therefore, internal registers would not be writable by any of the master other than master whose ID is 0xF if the  Master Only (MO) bit is set PASS_LOCK3_PGn.
If a Master wants to update internal registers, it needs to unlock the PASS by writing into all the 8 Password registers.		Set the master only bit inside the PASS (LOCK3_PGn.MSTR) to block other master accesses to the unlocked registers. If the written password has been provided from different masters, a single master should perform the unlock operation again by writing into all the 8 password registers.

		ERR007947		XOSC		XOSC: Incorrect external oscillator status flag after CMU event clear		If an external oscillator (XOSC) is enabled and it becomes unstable (or the crystal fails), the Oscillator Lost Reference status flag in the Clock Monitor Unit Interrupt Status register (CMU0.CMU_ISR[OLRI]) will be set. In addition, the Crystal Oscillator Status flag in the Mode Entry module Global Status Register (MC_ME_GS.S_XOSC) will be cleared (1 = stable clock, 0 = no valid clock). However, if the CMU_ISR[OLRI] is cleared while the oscillator is still in a failing condition, the MC_ME_GS.S_XOSC will incorrectly be set, indicating a valid crystal oscillator.		Monitor the XOSC external oscillator status using the MC_ME_GS.S_XOSC before the CMU0.CMU_ISR.OLRI flag is set. After the CMU0.CMU_ISR.OLRI flag has been set, the MC_ME_GS.S_XOSC flag is valid only after a functional reset. Alternately, the response to the OLRI flag after loss of XOSC clock, can be set in the FCCU to cause a functional reset to clear the MC_ME_GS.S_XOSC flag.

		ERR007953		ME		ME: All peripherals that will be disabled in the target mode must have their interrupt flags cleared prior to target mode entry		Before entering the target mode, software must ensure that all interrupt flags are cleared for those peripheral that are programmed to be disabled in the target mode.  A pending interrupt from these peripherals at target mode entry will block the mode transition or possibly lead to unspecified behaviour.		For those peripherals that are to be disabled in the target mode the user has 2 options:

1.  Mask those peripheral interrupts and clear the peripheral interrupt flags prior to the target mode request.
2.  Through the target mode request ensure that all those peripheral interrupts can be serviced by the core.

		ERR008047		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet		Please refer to Security Errata Sheet

		ERR008343		DCI		DCI: EVTO[1:0] outputs remain stuck low if asserted while the system clock source is the IRC		While the system clock source is the Internal Resistor Capacitor oscillator (IRC), if the Event Output pins (EVTO[1:0]) are asserted by the Debug and Calibration Interface (DCI)), they will never negate. This applies to all functions on EVTO[1:0] except the timer functions controlled by the EVTO Output selection (EOS0/EOS1) fields of the Generic Timer Module debug interface (GTMDI) Development Control (DC) register. This includes when the EVTO pins are being used by the Development Trigger Semaphore (DTS) module.		For proper operation of EVTO[1:0] outputs, program clocks to select a system clock source other than the IRC before enabling and using EVTO[1:0].

		ERR008933		LINFlexD		LINFlexD: Inconsistent sync field may cause an incorrect baud rate and the Sync Field Error Flag may not be set		When the LINFlexD module is configured as follows:

1. LIN (Local Interconnect Network) slave mode is enabled by clearing the Master Mode Enable bit in the LIN Control Register 1 (LINCR1[MME] = 0b0)
2. Auto synchronization is enabled by setting LIN Auto Synchronization Enable (LINCR1[LASE] = 0b1)

The LINFlexD module may automatically synchronize to an incorrect baud rate without setting the Sync Field Error Flag in the LIN Error Status register (LINESR[SFEF]) in case Sync Field value is not equal to 0x55, as per the Local Interconnect Network (LIN) specification.

The auto synchronization is only required when the baud-rate in the slave node can not be programmed directly in software and the slave node must synchronize to the master node baud rate.		There are 2 possible workarounds.

Workaround 1: 
When the LIN time-out counter is configured in LIN Mode by clearing the MODE bit of the LIN Time-Out Control Status register (LINTCSR[MODE]= 0x0]):
1. Set the LIN state Interrupt enable bit in the LIN Interrupt Enable register (LINIER[LSIE] = 0b1)
2. When the Data Reception Completed Flag is asserted in the LIN Status Register (LINSR[DRF] = 0b1) read the LIN State field (LINSR[LINS])
3. If LINSR[LINS]= 0b0101, read the Counter Value field of the LIN Time-Out Control Status register (LINTCSR[CNT]), otherwise repeat step 2
4. If LINTCSR[CNT] is greater than 0xA, discard the frame.

When the LIN Time-out counter is configured in Output Compare Mode by setting the LINTCSR[MODE] bit:
1. Set the LIN State Interrupt Enable bit in the LIN Interrupt Enable register (LINIER[LSIE])
2. When the Data Reception Completed flag bit is asserted in the LIN Status Register (LINSR[DRF] = 0b1), read the LINSR[LINS] field
3. If LINSR[LINS]= 0b0101, store LINTCSR[CNT] value in a variable (ValueA), otherwise repeat step 2
4. Clear LINSR[DRF] flag by writing LINSR[LINS] field with 0xF 
5. Wait for LINSR[DRF] to become asserted again and read LINSR[LINS] field
6. If LINSR[LINS] = 0b0101, store LINTCSR[CNT] value in a variable (ValueB), else repeat step 4
7. If ValueB - ValueA is greater than 0xA, discard the frame

Workaround 2: 
Do not use the auto synchronization feature (disable with LINCR1[LASE] = 0b0) in LIN slave mode.

		ERR008935		JTAGM		JTAGM: write accesses to registers must be 32-bit wide		The JTAG Master module (JTAGM) supports only 32-bit write accesses to its registers. A byte write access will be converted into a 32-bit write with the other bytes values at 0x0.		Perform only 32-bit write accesses on JTAGM registers. Do not use byte writes.

		ERR008970		LINFlexD		LINFlexD: Spurious bit error in extended frame mode may cause an incorrect Idle State		The LINFlexD module may set a spurious Bit Error Flag (BEF) in the LIN Error Status Register (LINESR), when the LINFlexD module is configured as follows:
- Data Size greater than eight data bytes (extended frames) by configuring the Data Field Length (DFL) bitfield in the Buffer Identifier Register (BIDR) with a value greater than seven (eight data bytes)
- Bit error is able to reset the LIN state machine by setting Idle on Bit Error (IOBE) bit in the LIN Control Register 2 (LINCR2)

As consequence, the state machine may go to the Idle State when the LINFlexD module tries the transmission of the next eight bytes, after the first ones have been successfully transmitted and Data Buffer Empty Flag (DBEF) was set in the LIN Status Register (LINSR).		Do not use the extended frame mode by configuring Data Field Length (DFL) bit-field with a value less than eight in the Buffer Identifier Register (BIDR) (BIDR[DFL] < 8)

		ERR009658		SPI		SPI: Inconsistent loading of shift register data into the receive FIFO following an overflow event		In the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) module, when both the receive FIFO and shift register are full (Receive FIFO Overflow Flag bit in Status Register is set (SR [RFOF] = 0b1)) and then the Clear Rx FIFO bit in Module Configuration Register (MCR [CLR_RXF]) is asserted to clear the receive FIFO, shift register data is sometimes loaded into the receive FIFO after the clear operation completes.		1.Avoid a receive FIFO overflow condition (SR[RFOF] should never be 0b1). To do this, monitor the RX FIFO Counter field of the Status Register (SR[RXCTR]) which indicates the number of entries in receive FIFO and clear before the counter equals the FIFO depth.
2.Alternatively, after every receive FIFO clear operation (MCR[CLR_RXF] = 0b1) following a receive FIFO overflow (SR[RFOF] = 0b1) scenario, perform a single read from receive FIFO and discard the read data.

		ERR010385		e200z4		e200z4: Incorrect branch displacement at 16K memory boundaries		The branch target address will be incorrectly calculated in the e200z4 core under the following conditions (all conditions must be matched): 
* The first full instruction in a 16 Kbyte section/page of code is a 32-bit long branch with a branch displacement value with the lower 14 bits of the displacement exactly 0x3FFE 
* And this branch instruction is located at byte offset 0x0002 in the section/page 
* And the preceding instruction is a 32-bit length instruction which is misaligned across the 16K boundary 
* And both instructions are dual-issued 
Under these conditions, the branch target address will be too small by 32Kbytes.		After software is compiled and linked, code should be checked to ensure that there are no branch instructions located at address 0x2 of any 16K memory boundary with the lower 14 bits of the displacement equal to 0x3FFE if preceded a 32-bit instruction that crosses the 16K memory boundary. If this sequence occurs, add a NOP instruction or otherwise force a change to the instruction addresses to remove the condition.  

A tool is available on st.com that can be run to examine code for this condition. Please, contact ST representative for more details.

		ERR010542		DSPI		DSPI: Transmit, Command, and Receive FIFO fill flags in status register is not cleared when DMA is improperly configured		The Deserial/Serial Peripheral Interface Transmit, Receive, and Command  First In/First Out (FIFO) buffers can request additional information to be transferred via the Direct Memory Access (DMA) module when either the Transmit, Receive, or Command FIFO Fill/Drain Flags are set in the DSPI Status Register (SR[TFFF/RFDF/CMDFFF]). However, the Command/Transmit Fill Flag only indicates that at least 1 location in the FIFO is available to be written. It does not indicate that the FIFO is empty. Similarly, Receive FIFO fill flag only indicates at least 1 location of the FIFO is available to be read. It does not indicate that the FIFO is full. If the DMA is configured to transfer more than 1 FIFO location size of data, the FIFO Fill Flags may not be properly cleared indicating that the FIFO is not full even when the FIFO is actually full (for Transmit and Command FIFO) and not empty when the FIFO is actually empty (for Receive FIFO).		Properly configure the DMA to fill the Transmit, Receive, and Command FIFOs only one FIFO location, in other words, up to 2 bytes, at a time to each of the FIFOs.
Use the DMA loop to transfer more data if needed.
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